


New Pfauter 3-,4- and 5-axis CNC gear shaping machines put greatly improvied perlonnance
in a compact, self-contained and economical package .•. the perlect fit for today's
gem-manufacturing operations.,

Consider these outstandulgfeatures:
I!fGE Fi\NUC CNC controls and

digital servo drive systems,
completely eliminating change gears

I!fSmall-footprint design:
Only 4.8 sq. meters of floor space required

!!1I'Fivemachine sizes and configurations
to choose from:
3-,4- and 5-axis models; up to 20" pitch
diameter; models available with CNC
controlled cutter slide

I!f Quick change tooling
f!1i' High continuous strold-'-ngrates, with

hydrotatic guide and spindle bushing design
I!fAU maintenance points accessible

without interference

-------
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All told, you get:
r!fHigb machine efficiency and utilization rates
I!f'Vast improvements inthrougbput
I!f"Greatl)' increased cutter life 'if Superior gear quality, surface finishes I!f Fast ROI

Then factor in American Pfauter's unsurpassed support capability ...design teams ...application expertise ...
the industry's most advanced and productive shaper cutters ...a11available from a single-source
conveniently located in Rockford, Illinois,

But why not see for yourself!
Call (815), 282-3000 for more
information or to scheduJe
a visit to our facility ..

~AmERIU!n .,! - UIIII
Limited Partnership

PMos: 815-282-3000
Telefax: 815·282,3075

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 61132-2698 U.S.A.
CIRCLE A.-1 '01'1 READER REPLY CARD



More CllStol1leTS around
the world are tunling to
PMCfto meet their IOOst
delnmuJiJlg Slwper Cutter
needs. Here's why:
U't?'re innovators. PMCf hasn't
stood pat on conventional shaper cut-
ter technology. New approaches.
designs. and materials m-cin constant
development. And our unique
Isoform grinding process gives ow'
shapercuners the longest effective
tool length available. Our cutlers

average 25% lower cost per th0u-
sandth of usable tool life as a result
First ill customer suppon. PMCf is
rated No.1 in 'customer support' by
leading automotive, DUcking, and
other industry OEMs. They've found
that only PMCf has the design teams,
applications expertise. and modem
manufacturing technology to ensure
on-time deli very of a qualified product.
Product quality is assured throughout
manufacturing with SPC. and
advanced inspection equipment.
Here 10 stay. PMCT is in for the long

haul. Just look at the investment
we've made in modem
facilities, newequip-
ment and pe:ople-
all committed to pr0-
ducing the best gear
tools in the world.
But don't take our
word tor it. Just call
(81S) 877-8900 and
ask for the sales and
service support team
in your area

Then put us to work!

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950, Loves Parle,IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone 815-877-8900 • FAX 815-877-0264
CIRCLE A·2 on READER REPLY CARD



FORMASTER. .. BUIILT FOR LASTIINGI
ACCURACY AND EASY CONTROL
IN ,GEAR GRINDING APPLICATIONS

Norrnac's FQ,AMASTER CNC Grinding Wheel Prof Her has been rigidly
designed and constructed to resist deflection and maintain an accuracy
of ±.0001" (O.002mm) indefinitely.

Normae's proprietary offline software makes data input quick and
easy. This application software. (a collection of programs running on an
IBM-PC compatible), completely removes the burden 01 complicated
math calculations and NC programming. You can grind what you
design.

An added plus is the FORMASTER'S compact design enabling it to
be mounted quickly and easily on old or new gear grinding machines.

Call or write today to
flrr41lge a demonstration

INCORPORATED

P.O. IBox691 AirpoM !Road Industrial Par\(. Arden.NC28704 USA
Tel: (704)684·1002 J Tele~~57-7437 Normae Hevl

Fax: (704) 684·1384
P.O. Box 207/720' E Baseline Road 1 Northville,. MI48167 USA

Tel: (313) 349-2644/ Fax: (319) 349-1440'
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or many years, gear
noise has continued to

Are you p'lague the industry.
concerned Today there is a
about noisy sotunon .. .me I<allzaki
gears? Hard Gear Finishing
Most likely (HGF) Process ..This
your system will! help r,ediuce
customers noise by improving
are,tool geometriC :gear accuracy,

and most importantly -
surtacefinish.
IKanzakL .. making the
world a Quieter place.
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See usat
AGMA,Show
Booth 11401

GMI-Kanzaki
6708 Ivan dale Rd.
P.IQ. Box 3110138
Independence'. OH 441131
Phone (216) 642-02.301 FAX (216) 642-0231
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ADVERTORJAL

Line of Action Testing:
THE DEFINITIVE TEST FOR HOSS

AND THE GEAR'S THEY GENERATE

A variety of tests are used by tooling experts to
document hob accuracy, The most common test
employed to meet AOMA, British and MCn stan-
dards focuses 01'] checking the lead ill 3 revolutions
(the maximum number of revolutions necessary to
generate an involute profile), Although effective. this
particular test does not incorporate hob profile errors
in the resul r,

Another test that meets the
standards of DIN 3968 and
[SO is the Line of Action
test. In concept, Line of
Action documents a
succession of points of
contact between the hob
flankand the gear flank
during the generating
process, This line is
perpendicular, or normal.
to the hob flank profile and
form the pressure angle
value with the line of generation, The generation
segment (length of action) is the necessary generating
length to generate a complete involute f1aILK.

Wh,y Une 'of .A,etiontestingi is importan,t
to' t,he purchaser ,of hobs.

The Line of Action test is an indication of the final
result you can expect in the generated gear as cut by
the hob you've purchased, The gear' profile can be
directly related to the Line of Action test you receive
with GMI-FHUSA hobs,

While Line of Action testing is not universally
acknowledged, it is specifically recognized by the
DIN 3968 and IS0' standards, It is an effective test
because it's a. documented measurement of the
final result the end user experiences from the hob
he purchased. In effect it is an absolute verification
that the hob. when properly mounted in a rigid

hobbing machine and running
with a properly mounted piece
pan, win generate a tooth
profile in accordance with
the desired accuracy,

This test is absolute assurance of the quality of the
hob and its re-sultant impact on the generated gear
profile, The Line of Action test is directly related to
the total hob error-e-not including mounting errors.
machine errors, etc. Once again. the involute profile
on the generated piece part will be identical to the
hob Line of Action. Shown above is the typical hob
Line of Action test as well as the gear profile obtained
with this hob.

6· G~AR TECH~OLOGV

We at GM[-FHUSA supply
thi test from both mechamcal
and CNC in pectionequipment.
As an added documentation,
GMI-FHUSA will fax Line of
Action Test results to customer,
before the ordered hob leaves the
factory .. .another assurance of
total commitment ~O hob quality.

'GMII-FHUSA
For further information, contact:

P.O. Box 31038
Independence. OB 44] 31
Phone: 216-642-0230
Fax: 216-642-0231

CIRCLE A-SS em READER REPLY CARD



,51 - eaks loude:r
than wordls.

"Line' of Action testing insures that each cutting edge of tile hob is in proper position relative 10
lead. flank form and rotational accuracy of Ihe hob.

Meet1ing A or AA qualiity requirements is easier
said than done'. That's why each IFHUSA hob is
guaranteed - every tooth is in proper position
to generate the desired gear profile,.

When Igear quality lis cfliticailly important,
ILine of A.,ct,ion can assure success.

Insist on FHUSA hobs that are inspected and
verified to meet your requirements. ALL
IFHUSA hobs are' ... and can,
Once you've checked our Line 0,1 Action
you've taken the' first step ..,..and best step
towards a better bottom line ....tool

GMI PO lBox 31038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230
FAX (21'6)642-0231
'CIRCLEA-36 ,on R,EA'DER REPLY CARD'



M&M Precision svst-ems-
I~NC'G'ear In5De.C~/onlSvstems~
Wo~/dwldeSolutions.
Quality-from s.ad10 Dn s'h. Our total process
inspection capabilities ean assist you in monitoring
'gears, part blanks, and gear ,cutting tocls such as
hobs, shapers. shaver ,cutters, and broaches. We,
also ,offer Interfacing ,capabilities to transfer test
results to standard SPC modules for evalua-
tionlprocess monitoring.
IReUablllty-true, generatlvel Index" lead" ,and
IlnvDute testing. Our generative metrology tech-
niques offer superior accuracy; efficiency and sim-
plicity ,over touch probe methods. Plus, U,9se
techniq,ues are enhanced by ,computerized automa-
tion and analysis.

SoluUan '-we ofte stancial'd or custom
englneerad Ipackages. Our technlcal suppon team
wUl work with you on your speclfi~c requirements.
With eur years of experience we willi provide you with
superior training and after-the-sale technlcall support.
Shown above, ,our 3012-4 QC G.ear ,Analyzer ts lone
of a family of gear ,and ,gear cuning too'il analyzers.
Other ,opt'ional inspection ca,pabili1!ies include,
unknown gear, gear surfa.ce finish" spirall bevel and
hypold gears, worm inspection, Involute scrolls,
and mal'alfemal'e helical rotor vanes. IFor a full co'ior
brochure write or calli M&Mi Precision Systems Corp' .•
300 Progress lAd."West Carrollton, OH 45449-
Phone:513-'8S~273, Fax: 51'3-.6594452.

M&M PRECISiaN,avs,EMS ,CDRR
AN ACMEClEV£L4NO COU.9lNY

CIR.CLEA-5 on READER REPLY CARD'



The Sum of Our Fears
"Prospel"i'fy' :isnot ,,,,ithout loa.ny f- -,-s---d d"'st- t-··_~__ _ _ __ _ _____ __', ea an, I as es."

dv-rSI"t' y I""Snot witbout' comf t- -- dC'-h - - --~ c' - --~-'-- '-- ' Dr sail" ope

Sir Francis BacuD.

and

a t month I artended a meeting in
Mexico City sponsored by CLATEQ,
a quasi-governmental organization in
Mexico, which has as one of its aims
the encouragement of the growth of

the gear industry in Mexico. The purpose of the
meeting was to provide a catalyst among the
attendee '10 form iii Mexican equival,em of
AGMA and to encourage:m alliance with
AGMA. Joe Franklin, the Executive Director
of AGMA, BiU Bogge . the President, Vice-
Pre ident R~IYHaley. and ~were among the few
American. at the meeting.

ot surprisingly, one of the major topics of
discussion at the meeting was the NAFT A - the
North American Free Trade Agreement, which
win probably be passed by the U.S. Senate.jf
not thi year. then in 1993. While the detail of
the treaty are still vague ,in many respect ,'the
general thrust ofthe arrangement \s quite clear,
H NAFf A is approved, trade barrier between
the United State. Canada. and Mexico wiU
graduajly be all but eliminated. And the ques-
tion on the minds of all of us at the meeting was
the same, what will this mean for our busine s?

The interesting thing to me was that regard-
le of which ide ofthe border we resided nn,
QUI' hope and, particularly our fears, were
almo tidentical. Ll.Sibusines es areconcerned,
rightly enough, that free trade with Mexico and
Canada will mean 3. los of jobs in the U,S, We
ee Mexico a a giaO[ to the oulb. with vast

quantities of cheap labor that will be able to
manufacture goods at far lower prices than we
can. How win we be ableto compete with a
country that pays its workers less than half of
what we do?

On the other hand. our Mexican counter-
parts feel dwarfed by what they imagine as an

industrial colossus on their northern border,
filled with state-ot-the-art factories capable
of 24-hour shifts staffed by robots, NC
machines, and the late I. in high-tech won-
ders they cannot hope to afford to purchase
for years. They ask themselves. how can we
hope to compete against that?

The reality on both sides of the border, of
course, falls somewhere in between these fWO

"worst case" visions, If and when tile trade

PUBLISHER'S PAIGE

Attending the CIATEQ meeting i" Mexico Cily were kf/ to right: GTpubJis/J"" Miclra~1
Goldstein. AGMA. President, Bifl.Boggess. Dr. Iuventino Balderas MorellO oflhe M'exican
delegation to the NA.FTA talks, and AGMA Executive Director, Joe Frankli», Jr.

barrier between our countrie come down.
there will be winner and loser on both ides of
the Rio. 'Grande. The ell tornary, comfortable
ways of doing things both here and in Mexico
will of necessity have to change. We'll all have
to learn some tough new lessons,

At times like these, when a multitude of
conflicting interests all demand to be heard,
and a variety of conflicting needs have to be

N,OVE'~BER/DECE~BER' i a s a '9



met.It is always tempting £0' act out of our fears
rather than out of our hopes. But is doing so the
best way to meet the challenge of an industri-
ally growing Mexico?

A look at the positive side is in order. Since
1988, U.S. direct investment in Mexico has
grown from $5.5 billion to $9.4 billion. Two-
way trade between the two countries was $64.5
billion last year. That's .1 lot of dollars and
pesos changing hands, and people all both side
of the border are benefitting - even before the
NAFTA is in place. And access to' a share of
those dollars and pesos is not limited to a
fortunate few. It i open to any businessperson
wining to do what it takes to become involved.

Successful jrading with Mexico is governed
by the same rules a succe sful exporting any-
where. Besides the necessary capital and will-
ingne s to take a risk. the, uccessful exporter
needs time, imaginarion, flexibility, and open-
ness to new ideas: Time to learn the country" the
language, the business culture, theneeds of the
local markets. and to let investments grow and

PUBLISHER'S PAGE

"No nadon was ever I-llinellby tra.de."

Belljamill FI-ankUIi.

develop at a reasonable pace, which may be
slower than the accustomed one; imagination
to see how a particular business can fit into the
local environment; flexibility enough to alter
plans that don 't work or don't fit the changing
circumstances across the border; openness to
ways of thinking and doing business that aren't
"the way we've always done it back horne .."

It is also important to remember that ex-
porting does not have to be an all or nothing
propo ition. By means of local representa-
tives, joint venture • and other kinds of coop-
erative arrangement. busines e on both ides
of the border can get their feet wet in the
export market without having to go in at the
deep end of tile pool. In cooperative ventures,
each member can play to its own. trengths,
whether those be extremelycompetitive labor,
tate-of-the art equipment, valuable local

knowledge, or a well-developedcustorner base.

1'0 GEAR TECHNOLOGV

Each partner can continue to service hiS or her
own customer base, do business in his native
tongue, and follow local customs ..At the same
lime, each partner has vastly expanded the
kind of products and services he can offer.

Finding the perfect match for a trading
partner is hard work. It has been suggested
that finding the right partner for overseas joint
ventures may be the management challenge of
thel990s. That may be overstating the case,
but finding the right partner is key to success
in joint ventures. To find the right partner with
whom to do business across the border, you
have 10 travel, meet with many of your coun-
terparts in the other country. research the po-
tential partners, learn as much as you can
aboutthe local economy; in short, you have to
do a lot of homework and be open to new
possibilities .. Perhaps this is a place where
AGMA and CIA TEQ can help by arranging
meetings where potential investment partners
can meet and get to know one another and the
kinds of opportunities available on both sides
of the border.

Success in the new global economy de-
mands that we operate out of our hopes rather
than our fears and see the promise offered by
trade with our neighbors rather than only the
threat. Living next to a strong, economically
healthy neighbor with industries that. compete
directly with ours is without a doubt more of a
challenge than living next to one with no such
industries. But such strong neighbors also pro-
vide better markets for our products and a
wealth of opportunities for the shrewd and
imaginative businessperson.

To respond to the new global economic
realities out of the sum of our fears is [0 envl-
ion a nightmare world which doesn't really

exist. Making business plans to cope only with
this nightmare in the end does us more harm
than good. To respond our.of our hopes gives us
the chance to evaluate our fears in the clear
light of day and deal with them - and with the
opportunities that exist side by side with them
- in a way that can benefit us all.

~ Michael Goldstein
Publisher/Editor-in-Chief



Camshaft Gears

m
ne of our reader in England ha
asked for our help in locating
publis~ed technical d.3taand in-
formation on the design, manu-

fact 1.1re, and inspection of camshaft
gear. Althnugh millions ofthese gears
have been made and are :inconstant lise,
we are not aware ofany formal material
having been published. We would be
pleased to hear from anyone who has
knowledge of such information,

The camshaft gear gels its name
from the factthm it is leeated 011 an

I Figl.11
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engine camshaft where it i usually
nested lightly between the cam lobes or
bearing journals, The gear is of a high
helix angle and drives a much smaller
diameter gear which turn a distributor
or oi:1pump, Both gears havethe same
number of teeth, rotating on a '1-10-1
ratio, Since these gear operate at a
'9Uo-ax.is angle, the distributor gear has
II complementary helix angle to the
camshaft gear helix .. Fig. I illustrate
the arrangement of these gears.

Since the distributor gear is a con-
ventional helical gear. il is usually
manufactured by the finish hobbing
process. The cam haft gear, however,
being confined to available space on
the shaft, poses a special problem,
There is usually insufficient space for
tooltravel to completely generate a true
helical gear, andthe compromise is to
plunge cut the gear with a large a hob
as pas ible without damaging the adja-
cent cam or joumal surfaces. This leaves
a non-involute gear which is totally
functional in use, but present another
problem. that of gear in pection,

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the
true involute helicoid surface with that
actually cut by infeed hobbing. The
dimensions shown on the sketch show
the material that is left on the gear
relative to the involute helicoid form,
Along the diagonal line of COIl 'lac I.

swept out.the form is correct. and the
set functions properly. Fig. 3 shows
the involute trace on the gear flank <lit

end, center, and end. lie center plane
will show a slight hollow form, not a
true Involute. Lead checks will also
reflectthe variation along the flank
from 101' 10 root. Tile, arne geometry
OCcurs on tile opposite flank .•

SHO'PFLOOR
Ad'dress your g,e,airinglquas-
tions to our panel of experts,
Wr,itetol them care of Sh,op'
FI'oor. Gear Technollouv. IP. 0,.
Box 11426. IElk G,r'Dve Villag,e. IlL.
60009,. or call our editorial stan
at nU8) 431~6604.

WiUiamLJanninck
IS a gear und tool """KII
consultant, He has been
involved wltli gears and
gear ITIlllltljllC/rIrillK fur 45
years, 40 of them with
lllinios Tools . rnll, Inc,
He is III" {1II111or o] numer-
OIlS articles 011 gear-re-
luted topics,
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Non -Involute
Hobbed Forms

Thomas !D.W·alre
Sta.rcut Sales, Inc., F,armi1ngtolil Hills. MI

Fig. I - Major diameter fit.

Fig. 2 - Minor diameter fit.

Fig. 3 - Side fit.

Round Bottom

Straight-sided splines have maximum strength when a full-fillet design is utilized. Such
full fillets (round bouoms) can be simply reproduced by the hobbing tool, The fillet on
the tool differs from that on the produced fillet on the spline.

Fig. 4 • SUi'.aight side round bettom.

12 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

Altbeughhobbing is usually associated with
the manufacturing ef'involute gears and spline ,
many other tooth forms can be produced by a
generating hob. A generating hob is defined as
one whose tooth form :isnot reproduced on the
part. These tooth forms must beequally spaced
about an axis. but do not have to be symmetri-
cal, The types of parts this article will cover
are parallel key splines, serration. sprockets,
ratchets, and special tooth forms.

Parallel Key Splines
This istbemosecommon non-involute tooth

form. A parallel key spline can be made for
major diameter fit, minor diameter fi.t, or side
fit. (See Figs. 1-3 ..) These fits are divided into
three classes: permanent. sliding without load,
and sliding with load. The different fits and
classes require different clearances between
the spline tooth andthe mating part

The hobs -can be designed to produce
different features in the spline root or the
major diameter. These features are full fillet
(round-bottom), flat root, and clearances
grooves. (See Figs. 4-6.) Clearance grooves
are produced on the workpiece by lugs on
the tip of the hob teeth. Non-topping. semi-
topping, full topping, and shoulder clear-
ance are hob features that affect the major
diameter of the spl ..ine.

AU parallel key spline hobs are single-
purpose tools designed for a specific number
of'teeth, key width, and diameter. The tools are
supplied in three quality levels: A, C, and D,
The quality level is controlled by the piece part
data. A sample is cut with each hob and in-



spected to assure tool quality. Normally this
coupon is shipped with each hob.

ANSI Standard B94.7·1980 ha toler-
ances for hob manufacturers' 'lest cut. Part
A is for spline tooth thickness held ..Part B is
for minor diameter held. The tandard cov-
ers 6-, ]0., and 16-toolh splines. Part C
controls the maximum undercut (per ide).
Hob are al 0 designed and built to pecific
cu turner part tolerances.

B94.7-1966 ala established standard hob
size for ingle-thread tools baed on the num-
ber of splines, depth of cut, and part diameter.
These sizes are recommended minimums based
on all acceptable number of generating flats
and regrindable length. This diameter call be
re meted by sweep-out radius limitation. Mul-
tiple-thread hobs can also be used to cut paral-
lel key splines, but as the number of generat-
ing teeth are reduced, the surface finish rough-
nes . and Chip load will increa e.

. wo of tile specsal features, need orne
explanatron. Lugs are used only as alast re art
to obtain the required straightand parallel
depth and [lot completely remove the minor
diameter. Because of their shape and location,
these lugs wear very rapidly and must be
, harpened often. The space width must be
large enough to leave a sufficient minor diam-
eter bearing. (Fig. 6)

Shoulder clearance type. hob are used when
a full-depth pline is required up to the back- Fig. 7 - Shoulder clearane 'hob.

ing shoulder. The hob tooth i of sufficient

A semi-topping hobcan be used on straight-sidedsplines to produce .0 chamfer on the
outside comers of the spline teeth.

Fig, 5 • 'semii.topplng Rat root.

Proper fit of straight-sided spline members isachieved by hobbing a clearance groove in
the area where the straight side meet' the ml nor diamelerof!he p:1ine, Small projeclions
can be provided on the comers of the hob leel1llo provide a blended dcarnnce groove,

Fig. 6 • Straight s de clearance j:lroove.

depth to dear the shoulder diameter. In the
houlder portion of the shaft. the key profile

will can ist of a traight side 'to the out ide
diameter of the spline. topped by an involute
curve generated by the straight or s.lightly
angled clearance groove. (Fig. 7)

The hob tooth form is a curve. Its hape is

determined by the generating diameter se- l.25 GC!lJ" Dill.

Hob Tooth

Spline Tooth

lee ted by the hob manufacturer. Normally it i Fig. 8 _Large genu.' ling diameter.
atthe O.D. of the' pline to allow as much
cutting clearance in the hob a pos ible. (See
Figs. 8-9.) This dimension must be balanced
with the height of the start of rraight-sided
diameter. Approximately one quarter of the
whole depth will be fillet radius. Once tile hob
design is established for a specific tooth thick-
ne s and root diameter, the tool will not accu-
rarely cut a different. tooth thickness or root
diameter. If the hob is sunk-in deeper, as in

Thomas D..Ware'
Spline Tooth is 111l! Chief Engineer,

Gear Tools Dep art-
mellI, at Slar('1II Sales,
Inc .• Farmington Hills.
MI. He is the (III/hoI' of

........ --'1 ....O...8...G~e""!L~r"",D=."ia. several papers all gear.
Fig. '9 - Small generating diameter. ;fl8 subjects.
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Spl ine 1'001.11

Fig. 10· "Sunk in" hob.

Hob Tooth

Spline Tooth

Fig. 11 - "PUlled out" hob.

Fig. n -Sharpenlngprnblems: Ilfustrations showing three types of
runout on a spline hob and their effect on splines.

Resulting Spline
Tooth Form
When Spacing
Is Too Great.
Spacing Is
1'00 Small

Fig. U • Sharpening error: cutting faces of spline hob unevenly spaced.

'14, GEAR TECHI\IOLOGY

Fig. 10, it will produce a tapered tooth minus
at the root. If it is pulled out, as in Fig .. 11..
the spline win be tapered with plus tooth
thickness at the outside diameter.

Sharpening errors and mounting runout
can also adversely affect the qual ity of the
spline. Parallel key splines are very sensi-
tive to errors due to the nature of the gener-
ating action of the hob. Uniform or Single
direction runout will cause the keys to be-
come undercut on both sides or tapered on
both sides. With one-end runout or wobble.
the key will be undercut on one side and
tapered on the other side. (Fig. 12)

Excessive flute spacing error win gener-
ate either a bump or a hollow on the sides of
the teeth. (See Fig. 13.) The root di.ameter
will also have high and low flats and, if the
spacing error i progressive. it may show up
as an eccentric root diameter. Negative rake
error produces a tapered tooth and a plus root
diameter. (See Fig ..14.) Positive rake or hook
cuts a key with undercut and an undersized
root diameter. (See Fig. 15.) Adjusting the
bob to cut the proper root diameter only
magnifies the taper or undercut problems.

It is also important to remember that as
the hob tip wears, the fillet radius becomes
larger and can cause interference.

Serrations
Straight-sided serrations or straight-sided

splines are similar to parallel key splines in
that they have a flat tooth surface that is
generated with a curve-sided, single-purpose
hob. (See Fig. 16.) The obvious difference is
the sides of the teeth ace alan angle to one
another rather than parallel.

o
The SAE has a standard for 90 included

angle straight-sided serrations, (See Fig. 17.)
The standard is based on nominal outside
diameters for 36 and 48 teeth only. Side fit is
the only type of fit specified. Allowable er-
rors and machining tolerancesare the same as
an equivalent pitch involute serration. To
insure that the bobs will produce the part
within tolerances, a sample is cut and in-
pected. For finer pitch hobs, an involute

serration hob can be used in place of the
curved form hob.

As with the parallel key spline, when the
straight-sided serration hob is "sunk-in" or
pulled out, the angle and form will change, as



· hewn in Fig. 18. It is possible by u ingan
intermittent hob de ign to produce a sharp
point at the 0.0 .. but a practical limit of
.003R is obtainable in the root.

Sprockets
There are many different types of prock-

et . They are roller chain, silent (inverted
tooth)" synchronous belt drive. hinge type ..
block chain, and film procket. All have a
nen-lnvclute tooth form. Most are covered
by an ANSI tandard or a special applica-
'lion design,

Roller Chain Sprockets. Most roller chain
prockets are manufactured to the ANSI

18.29.1 "Power Tran mission Roller Chains"
tandard, (Figs. 19-20) These sprockets are

specified in two qualitylevel . commercial
and preci, len. Precl iOI1 sprockets are used
for high speed and high load • critical timing,
or accurate regi ter. The sprocket can be a
Type [ (with pitch line clearance) or Type II
(without pitch tine clearance). Another com-
men tandard i the British Standard :OS228.
The main difference from the ANSI tandard
isthe roller ize, A numberof special roller
chain sprocket tooth forms are in use.

Standard sprockets are classified by chain
number. Thi .number specifies both the pitch
and roller diameter. Minimum hob size are
abo baed on the chain number for both
single and multiple thread hobs and are found
in ANSI B94,7-1.966.

Sprockets can be cut witheither a full
topping or non-topping hob. Only one nOI1-

toppnsg hob i needed to cut all number of
teeth of a ' pecific chain number. A topping
hob can cut only a small range of teeth
without exceeding the standard tolerance .
As the number of teeth increase. the whole
depth must be increa ed, These ranges are 7-
8 teeth, 9-11 teeth, 12-17 teeth, 18-34 teeth,
and 35 and over.

The most critical features of roller chain
sprockets are tooth spacing, seating curve ra-
dius and root diameter. When single-thread
hob are used, 100lh spacing is primarily de-
pendent upon the hobbing machine. and the
root diameter ami 'eating curve radiu wi'll be
uniform, ince all the teeth are finished by the
same group of hob teeth. Multi-thread hobs
with a prime thread-to-tooth ratio will pro-
duce accurate tooth spacing and a uniform Fig. 17 ..Sem Uon tooth.

Correct Cutting Edge
Sharpened
Wilh "-
Negative -.
Rake &~OOF7Ili;i~IiiiF====;t'''

Sharpening Hob With Nega-
live Rake Will. Result In A
Change Of Tooth Profile
Along The CUlling Edge.

Correct Spline
Tooth Form

Fig. 14· Shaflileniing ,error: euttfng face of pUne hob i!ll'.ound with negalh,c
rake \ hen i.t should be radial,

Sharpening Hob WiU] Hook
Will Rc~uh In A Change or
Tooth Profile Along The

utting Edge,

Correct: Plillme .
Toolh Form .1

• esuhing pllne -, -. i. .'..
Tooth form . . '

Fig. 15· Shol"pening error: Cutting face ,olispUnc hebgreund wUh book
when it should be radial.

Fig..16 • Serratton tooth and hob,
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Small End

Fig..19· Roller chain prock,et tooth and bob.

Fig. 20· Roller chain procket tooth.

Sprocket looth form

Fig. 21 • Silent chain procket. teeth.
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root diameter, but the seating curve radiu
may vary. An even thread-to-tooth ratio will
produce an accurate seating curve radius but
the tooth pacing may not be accurate, and the
root diameter may 110t be uniform. Sharpening
errors will affect the tooth form, but they are
not as ensitive as gear or spline bobs.

Silent Chain Sprockets. Silent chain or in-
verted tooth sprockets are specified by ASA
829.2 "Inverted Tooth (Silent) Chains and
Sprocket Teeth" or special tooth forms. (Fig.
21) The chain links have no sliding action on
or off the teeth. This re ults in a smooth.
practically noiseless action. Standard prccket
teeth have straight sides, requiring hobs with
curved teeth. Theoretical Iy , each number of teeth
requiresa di fferent hob. but tolerances are broad
enough 'to allow ranging. The range of teeth for
the hob are 1.7-23, 24-32, 33-43, 44-58, 59-79,
80-BO. and ui-rso.

Each standard pitch i specified by a chain
number, designated Sen,. The number is the
pitch in eighths of an inch; i.e., SC5 = 5/8 "pitch.

Tooth spacing and tooth profile are the
most crirical features of a silent chain
sprocket. Accurate tooth spacing is needed
because of the number of teeth engaged at
one time. Tooth form must be held (with no
concavity) to eliminate chain whip. Of the
sprocket type hobs, the inverted tooth hob i
most sensltive to sharpening errors.

Synchrorlous Belt Sprockets. Synchronou
belt or timing belt sprocket come in many
different tooth forms. (See Fig. 22.) A sam-
pliag of the various types are Trapezoidal
(ANSVRMA IPZ4) shown in Fig. 23 and
Synchroflex (mN 7721) shown in Fig. 24.
These sprockets are specified in public stan-
dards. The balan e were developed by dif-
ferent manufacturers and are patented. Some
of the tooth form' are Gilmer, Goodyear,
Gates Rubber (HTD and Poly Chain GT),
Dcdge-Re liance Ele ctr ie (Dynasink),
Dayco, and Pire ll i.

The tooth forms vary from a traight-side
to mooth radiu to complex. mathematical
curve . Each come. in various pitche •most of
which are metric. One common factor is that
the pitch diameter i' above the outside diam-
eter of the procket. This matchesthe solid
section of rhe belt

Hobs used to generate timing belt sprockets



are toppingand can cut only a small range of
teeth ..A sample cut is included as part of the
hobin pection proce s. The bobs used to manu-
facture the belt molds have a different tooth
form than the sprocket hob.

Ratchets
The ratchet-rype tooth form can be gener-Fig ..22 - Timing bell toothond hob.

ated using a convendonal multi-poshion hob.
These ratchets must have a large fillet radius.
(See Figs. 2S~26.) The straight portion of the
tootb face is approximately two-thirds of the
whole depth. Ai 0 the tooth face may be
radial. negative, or slightly positive. A sharp
outside diameter can be produced with an
intermiuent or staggered-tooth hob. Ratchets
with hooked faces, small fillet radii, or nearly Fiig..23 - Timing belt rack Iteeth

parallel sides require a special single posi- r----------------------------.
tion hob .. (Figs. 27·28)

Special Tootb Forms
NOR-circular shapes and unHke tooth

~OITl1s. can also be generated using a 'con-
ventional multi-po ition bob. Examples
of Ibis type of part Me squares and other
poly-sided part • ovals. semi-circular teeth.
and slots and grooves with different tooth
forms ..As with aU these types of bobs, they
are single-purpose for the exact part and
have no flexibility.

In conclusion, if the user is willing tu

sacrlfiee some Flexibility, a generating hob
can be used to cut. much more than invo-
lute tooth forms. With proper care and
'the correct machine adjustments, such aobs
can also cut parallel key splines, erra-
tions, roller chain. silent chain, and syn-
chronous bell sprockets, ratchets, and pe-
cia! tnoth forms. •

Acknow~edgement: From the Society of Meehani-
ca'/ Engineers Fundamentals of Gear Manufae.tur-
ing Clinic. 1992. Repritued with permission .
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Fig. 24 - TLming belt sprocket tooth.

Fig. 25 - Typical ra.tchet t.ooUt.
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Fig. 26 - Large radius I"atf:het toaLb.

Fig. 27 • SmaU ra.dlus ratcbet tooth.

Fig. 28 - ParaUe] tooth ratcbet.
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Now looJe-ars oU
[I

.olumbus' first voyage to the Americas is not the only anniversary worthy of

celebration this year. In 1892, on October 15, Wilfred Lewis gave an address

I , to the Engineer's Club ofPhilade1phia, whose significance, while not as great

I . as that of Columbus' voyage, had!important results for the gearing community ..

In this address, Lewis first publicly outlined his formula for computing bending stress in gear

teeth, a formula still in use today.

Whi.l!e the Lewis equations are taken for granted today, a hundred years ago, there were

at least 48 known "rules" for calculating bending strength, yielding values which varied as

much as 500% ..Lewis brought some order to this chaotic situation when he found that the

load stress on a gear tooth could be compared to applying that same load onto a parabola of

the same general size as the gear tooth ..While it is virtually impossible to compute the stress

on an involute curved member, such as a gear tooth, it is possible to compute the stress of a

load imposed onto a parabola. It was on the basis of this observation that he developed the

Lewis bending strength formula.

At the time he delivered his paper, "The Investigation of the Strength of'Gear Teerh," to

the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, Lewis was employed by William Sellers & Co" of

Philadelphia. He began his work there as a mechanic after his graduation from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and subsequently served as a draftsman, designer,

assistant engineer, and finally, director of the plant. In 1900 he became president of Tabor

Manufacturing Company, where he remained until his retirement.

Lewis was the author of numerous books, papers, and over 50 inventions ..In 1927 he

received the Medal of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers for his contributions

in the field of gearing. He won the Franklin Institute's Longstreth Medal twice; in 1899 for

his invention of an "inertia indicator" and in 1927 for a "shockless jarring machine." He died

in 1929 on the return trip from Tokyo, where he had attended a convention of the World

Engineering Conference" and was buried at sea.

The editors wish to thank William R. Rollins for bringing the Wilfred Leuns paper to our attention

andfor his help with the researchand preparation sf the article. Mr. Rollins is the principal in Aerospace

Planetary Gear Consultants. a gear research, deSign, and development firm in South Windsor. CT.
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Investigation of
the Strength of

GearTeeth
WUfredi Lewis, Member, Engineer:s' ,Club 'of IPhUadelp,hia

Read October 15, 1892

To mechanical engineers, the trength of gear
teeth is a question of con tant recurrence. and
although the problem to be solved is quite el-
ementary in character, probably 1110 other ques-
tion could be raised upon which such a diversity
of opinion exists, and i:1l upport of which such
an array of'rule and authoritie might be quoted.
In 1879, Mr. John H. Cooper, the author of a
well-known work: on "Belting," made an exami-
nation of the subject and found there were then
in existence about forty-eight well-established
rules forhorsepower and working trength, sane-
tioned by orne twenty-four authorities, and diJ-
fering from each other in extreme cases of500%.
Since then, a number of new rules have been
added, but as no rules have been given which
take account of the actual tooth form in com-
mon use, and as no attempt has been made to
include .inany formula the working stress on the
material o that the engineer may see al once
upon what as umption a given result is based, I
trust I may be pardoned for suggesting that a
further investigation is necessary or desirable.

• .11 summing up his examination, Mr. Cooper
elected the following formula from an English

rule publi hed at Newca tle-under-Lyme in 1868,
and. a an expression of good genera] averages,
it may be con idered pa ably correct.

X = 2,rxxYJ p /
in which

x = breaking load of tooth in pound
p ... pitch of teeth in inches
/= face ofteeth in inche

In conclusion he makes this pertinent
ob ervation: "It must be admitted that the
shape of the tooth has something to do with
its ~trength, and yet no allowance appears to
have been made by the rules tabulated above
for uch distribution of meta]. the breaking
strength being based upon the pitch or
thickness of the teeth at the pitch line or
circle, as if the thickness at the root of the
tnoth were the same in all cases as it is at
pitch line." Notwithstanding the fact that
the necessity for considering the form of
the tooth, as wen as it pitch and face, was
thus clearly set forth over ·Ihirleen years
ago, I am not aware that anyone else has
taken the trouble to do it, and.as the re ults
10 be presented have been well-te ted by
experience in thecompany with which I
am connected, I believe they will be of
intere t and value to others.

In estimating the strength of teeth, the
first question to be considered is the point
or line at which the load may be appl.ied to
produce the greatest bending stress. In the
niles referred to, the load is sometimes
as umed to be applied at the pitch line ..
ometimes at the end of'the tooth, and

sometimes at one corner; but in good mod-
ern machinery. the agricultural type ex-
cepted .. there is seldom any occa ion to
assume that the load is not fairly distrib-
uted across the teeth. Of course, il may be
co.ncentrated at one comer as the result of

; " rs '"7""U,J
"'f"J", roo ,''''' '"'
,"" i~I1rO{~ittcllfw·i S'11F

tooth. it ·15 rsib(t: to

mrljltt: ~ str(Ss f II {i-J

imrscJ OfitO il rm(,J/J I
--dIS obstnratwil 15 tk ~15

Jor ~ LewiS ~IJ.~
~tn;~~~Jortllllfn.
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careless alignment or defective design. in
which the shafts are too light or improperly
supported. and. for a rough class of work, al-
lowance should certainly be made for this con-
tingency, but" in an 'cases where a reasonable
amount of care is exercised in fitting, a full
bearing across theteeth win soon be attained in
service, It must be admitted. however, that on
account oftheinevitable yielding of shaftsand
bearings, even of the stiffest construction, the
distribution of pressure may not be uniform

teeth. Having thus concluded that gear teeth
may fairly be considered as cantilevers loaded
at the end, the influence oftheir form upon their
strength remains to be disposed of.

In interchangeable gearing. the oycloidal is
probably the most common form in general use,
but a strong reaction in favor of the involute
system is now in progress, and I believe an
involute tooth of 22- ]12° obliquity win finally
supplant all other forms. There are many good
reasons why such a system should be generally

under variable loads, and that. the assumption of adopted. but it is not my purpose at present to
uniform pressure across the teeth. is not always
realized in the best practice. To what extent it is
realized I shall not attempt to estimate, but in
general practice. where the width of the teeth is
not more than two or three times the pitch. the
departure can 110tbe regarded as serious ..The
conclusion is therefore reached that in first-
class machinery, for which the present investi-
galion is intended, the load can be more prop-
erly taken as well-distributed across the tooth
than as concentrated at one comer. Having thus
disposed of the first question, the second is, at
what part of the face should the load be as-
sumed to be carried in estimating the strength.
ofa tooth?

Evidently the load may be carried at any
point. within the arc of action, and it might be
argued that when a tooth is loaded at its end,
thereare always two teeth in gear, and that the
load should be divided between them. This is
theoretically true of all teeth properly formed
and spaced •.but it must be admitted that me-
chanical perfection in forming and spacing bas
not yet. been reached, and that the slightest
deviation in either respect is sufficient to con-
centrate the whole load at the end of a single
tooth. In time this concentration may be re-
lieved by wear, but it is not so easily corrected
as unequal distribution across the teeth, and. as
the present practice of cutting gears with a
limited number of equidistant cutters makes it
almost impossible to obtain teeth of proper
shape. it is evident that the load cannot safely
be assumed as concentrated at a maximum
distance less than the extreme end of the tooth.
In some cases. of course, the teeth will not be so
severely tested. and the error in this assumption
compensates in a measure for the error in the
first assumption of equal distribution across the

discuss the merits and defects of different sys-
tems of interchangeable gearing, and I now
proposetoexplain how the factors given in the
table herewith were determined by graphical
con struction.

A number of figures were carefully drawn
on a large scale, to represent the teeth cut bya
complete set of equidistant cutters, making the
fillets at the root as large as possible to clear an
engaging rack. See Plate L

The addendum was .3p and root ..35p, as
shown in the ilfustrations, and the cl'ear-
ance was .02p.

Wben the load is applied at the end of a
tooth and normal to its face in the direction ab,
it may be resolved into two forces, one tending
to crush the tooth. and the other to break it
across. The radial component •.which tends to
crush the tooth directly, has but a slight effect
upon its strength. In material which is stron-
ger ill.compression than ill tension, the trans-
verse stress due to the other component W is
partially counteracted on the tension side,
and the teeth are stronger by reason of their
obliquity of action; but i.n material which is
weaker in compression the reverse is the
case, and, in general, it may be said that the
strength of teeth will not be affected more (han
10% either way by the consideration of this
radial. component.

It should therefore be understood that for
the sake of simplicity, the factors given have
been determined only with reference to the
transverse stress induced by the force W•.
which may be regarded as the working load
transmitted by the teeth. This load is applied
at the point b. but it does not .at once appear
where the tooth is weakest. and, to determine
that point. advantage is taken of the fact that



any parabola in the axis be and tangent to bW
at the point b encloses a beam of uniform
strength .. Of all the parabolas that may thus
be drawn, one wiU be tangent to the tooth
form, and it is evident that the point of tan-
gency win indicate the weakest section ofthe
tooth. ..III the rack Woth of 200 ob~.iql[lity, this
is found at. once by prolonging ca. to its inter-
section g with the center line jb, and laying
off bf= bg; and in other cases, the weakest
sectioned may be found tentatively to a nice
degree of accuracy in two or three trials.
Having found the weakest section, the strength
at that point is also determined graphically
by drawing be and erecting the perpendicular
ce to intersect the center line in e. Then ef or
x is taken to measure the strength of the
various forms of teeth.

To understand the reason for this construc-
tion and the actual relation which the distance
x bears to the strength of the tooth, it will be
observed that the bending moment Wi on the
sectioned is resisted by the fiber stress s into
one-sixth of the facej'times the square of the
thickness t, or, by the wen-known formula for
beams. we have

WI:::: sfr or
6'

sft2
W = -6771--

But by similar triangles

rx=----. 41

and substituting this value in.Equation 1 we have

2xW=sf-,
3

or we may write

W=spf~
3p

2x
The factor 3p or y:isdetermined by graphical

construction and is given in Table 1 for conve-
aientrefereace, This is multiplied by the pitch
face and fiber stress allowable in any case when
the working load W is 'to be determined. What
fiber stress is allowable under different cir-
cum stances aad conditions cannot. be defi-
nitely settled at present, nor is it probable that

(1)

(2)

,,' .

Racks

any conclusions will be acceptable to engi-
neers unless based upon carefully made
experiments, In the article referred to, cer-
tain factors are given as applicable to cer-
tain speeds, and in the absence of any later
or better light upon the subject, Table 2 has
been constructed to embody in convenient
form the values recommended. It cannot be
doubted that slow speeds admit of higher
working stresses than high speeds, but it
may be questioned whether teeth running at
100 feet a minute are twice as strong as at
600 feet a minute. or four times as strong as

'N a v E Po! e E RID E C E 1MB.E RI8 92 211
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Plate I
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TABLE 1

Factor for Strength, y

Number of Involute 200 Involute ISO Radial
Teeth Obliquity and Cycloidal FlanKs

12 .078 .067 .052

13 .083 .070 .053

14 .088 .072 .054

15 .092 ..075 .055

16 .094 .077 .056

17 .096 .080 .057

18 .098 .083 .058

19 .100 .087 .059

20 .102 .090 .060

21 .104 .092 .(l61

23 .106 .094 .062

25 .108 .097 .063

27 .HI ..100 .064

30 .114 ..102 .065

34 .118 .104 ..066

38 ,[22 .107 .067

43 .1.26 .110 .068

50 .130 .[12 .069

60 .1.34 .U4 .070

75 .138 .116 .071

100 .142 .118 .072

ISO' .146 .[20 .073

300 .150 .122 .074

Rack .154 .124 .075

TABLE 2
Safe' Working Stress, s, for Differene Speeds

II II
~

II
Speed of
Teeth in I I

FLper WOo. I I I

Minute less 200 300 600 900 [200 J800 2JOO
;

Cast lron 8,000 6,000 4,800 4,000 3,.000 2,100 2,000 1,700

Steel 20,000 .15,000 12,(lOO 10,()00 7,500 6,()OO 5,000 1,300
!
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the same teeth at 1,800 feet a minute. For
teeth which are perfectly formed and spaced,
it is difficult to see how there can be a greater
difference in strength than the well-known
difference occasioned by a live load or a dead
load, or two to one in extreme cases. But for
teeth as they actually exist, a greater differ-
ence than two to one may easily be imagined
from the noise sometimes produced in run-
ning, and it should be said that this table is
submitted for criticism rather than for gen-

eral adoption .. It is one which has given good
results for a number of years in machine
design. and its faults, such as they may be,
are believed to be in the right direction from
another point of view; for when the durabil-
ity of a train of gearing is considered, it
would seem that all gears in the train should
have the same pitch and face, because all
transmit the same power and are therefore
subject to the same wear. But this argument
is modified by the further consideration that
equal. wear does not mean equal. life in a train
of gearing, and a compromise between the
considerations, of life and strength must re-
sult in the adoption of different values for
different speeds, somewhat similar to those
given in Table 2.

To illustrate the use of Tables 1 and 2, let
i.t be required to find the working strength of
a 12-too~hed pinion of 1'" pitch, 2 [/2" face,
driving a wheel of60 teeth at 100 feet or less
per minute, and let the teeth be of the 200

involute form. In the formula W = spfy, we
have for a cast-iron pinion,

s = 8,000, pf= 2.5, and y = .078,
and multiplying these values together we
have W = 1,560 pounds .. For the wheel we
have y = .134, and W = 2,680 pounds.

The cast-iron pinion is, therefore, the
measure of strength, but if a steel pinion be
substituted, we have s = 20,000 and W =
3,900 pounds, in which combination the
wheel is the weaker, and it therefore be-
comes the measure of strength. In teeth of
the involute and cycloidal forms, there is a
marked difference between racks and pin-
ions in working strength, while in radial
flanked teeth, which are used more espe-
orally on bevel gears, the difference is not
so pronounced. These teeth are to be found



in the great majority of all cut bevels, be-
cause they can be more cheaply produced on
milling machines and gear cutters. but the
15° involute bevel tooth, a made by the
Bilgram process, is superior in accuracy of
form and finish, and is often preferred for
patterns and fine machinery. There are, there-
fore, two well-defined forms of bevel gears
to be considered: and to bring the strength of
bevel gearing within the cope of the pre ent
investigation, it will be necessary to under-
stand how the variation in their pitch and
radius of action is allowed for. and without
going into a demonstration of the formula.Its
simple statement will probably be ufflciem,

Referring to Plate II,
D' = large diameter of bevel.
d = small diameter of bevel.
p = pitch at large diameter.
TI = actual number of teeth.

N = formative number of teeth = 71

secant a, or the number corresponding to
radius R..

f = face of bevel
y = factor depending upon shape of

teeth and formative number N.
W = working load on teeth referred

to in Diagram D.
Then it can be hewn that

w - s t, IY - ell (5)
- P Y 3 D' (D . d) .

To illustrate the use of this formula, let
it be required to find the working strength
of a pair of cast-iron miter gears of 50
teeth. 2" inch pitch, 5" face, at 120 revolu-
tions p -r minute.

In this case, a = 45°, D == 31.8, d"" 24.8,
and secant a = 104. N = 50 X l .4 = 70, for
which y ;:::.071. The speed of the teeth is
1,000 feet per minute, for which, by interpo-
lation in the table" s = 2,.800, and the formula
becomes, by substituting these values ..

w
= 2,800 X2 X SX. Or'll X 31.8

3
- 24.8

3X3L82 (31.8 - 24.8)
= 1.988 X .795 ;;;;;;.I ,580 Ib5 ..

This result is attained by some labor
which is practically unnecessary. because d
should never be made less than 213 D, and

I

Plate II

comparison on which all authorities may
ultimately unite. I.!
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when this rule is observed, the approximate
formula,

dW;;;;;;spfy-· ---
D'

(6)

give. almost identical results. Tile reason for

fixing a limit to the ratio -~ is found in the
D

fact that a further increase in face adds very
slowly to the strength and increases very
rapidly the difficulty of properly distribut-
ing the pressure transmitted. Where long-
faced bevels are used, the teeth near the
shaft are generally broken by improper fit-
ting, or, when properly fitted, by the spring
of the shaft or the yielding of its bearings,
and, as the limit imposed gives about 70%
of the strength attainable, by extending the
face to the center, it is thought to be as
liberal as experience can justify.

111 presenting certain forms and propor-
tions for teeth, on which Table 1 is founded,
I am aware that other forms and propor-
tions aTe in common lise, which have some
claims to recognition, but my chief object
at present is to show that the strength of
gearing can be reduced to a rational basis of



Tooth Contact Shift
in Loaded Spiral

Bevel Gears
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Nomenclature
a Tooth mid-cone plane addendum, m

A Distance from gear to fir I bearing, m
Ao Outer-cone distance, m

B Distance from gear to second bearing, m
n Tooth contact shift, m
D,o Mid-cone distance, m

E1 Elastic support stiffness, N-m2
EIo Elastic support stiffness of base design, N-m2

r Tooth face widlh,. m
N Number of teeth

o Center of curvature
Pb Base pitch equivalent spur gear, m

r Mid-plane phch radius, m
R Mid-cone pil.ch radius, m
.Re Effective pitch radius, m

R' e Loaded effective pitch radius
T Torque, N-m

U Pitch point tangential motion, m
W Forcecomponent, N

X Bearing radial deflection, m
Y Pitch point deflection, m
Z Gear center deflection, m

~ Orthogonal coordinate frame
r Cone angle, rad

'9 Pitch point slope, rad
:p Radius of eurvanne, m

.:E Shaft angle. rad
'$0 Normal pressure angle, rad

$:'n Loaded normal pressure angle, rad
\II Spiral angle, rad

S~b5cripts
a Axial first bearing

b Second bearing
bi, i '"I, 2, 3 motion from bearing in first coordinate frame direction
ei, i == I, 2, 3 motion, from shaft in firs] coordinate frame direction

di, i. = 1, 2, 3 first coordinate frame direction
ei, i= I" 2, 3 second coordinate frame direction
n, I = I, 2, 3, third coordinate frame direction

gi" I..I,. 2, 3 fourth coordinate frame direction
g Gear (as last subscript)

p Pinion (as last subscript)
r Radial

t Tangential
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Abstra.ct: An analytical method is presented
to predict the shifts of the contact ellipses on
spiral bevel gear teeth under load. The contact
ellipse shift is the motion of the tooth contact
position from the ideal pitch point to its location
under load. The shifts are due to the elastic
motions ofthe gear and pinion supporting shafts
and bearings. The calculations include the elas-
tic deflections of the gear shafts and the deflec-
tions of the four shaft bearings. The method
assumes that the surface curvature of each tooth
is constant near the unloaded pitch point. Results
from these calculations will help designers re-
ducetransmission weight without seriously re-
dueing transmissionperformance ..

Introduction
Spiral bevel gears are important elements for

transmitting power. In designing spiral bevel
geartransmissions, the designer meets a tradeoff
between a transmission's weight and its life
and reliabihty, By removing weight from. trans-
mission components. one increases the overall
flexibility of the transmission. This flexibility
affects the deflections of the loaded compo-
nents in the transmission ..

The design of an efficient spiral bevel gear
box includes the design of gear and support geom-
etry, bearing and shaft sizes, ami material proper-
ties. The gear tooth interaction is morecompJex
than that of spur or helical gears. The loaded
region of the gear mesh. shifts due to the deflec-
tions of the gear and the pinion. A primary cause
of these motions is the flexibility of the gear
support shaft and bearings ..Although the teeth
also deflect, tooth beam deflections are small in
comparison to lootll gear support deflections, If



the shift of the loaded region is large, the life of
the gear mesh may reduce significantly.

The classic work of Wildhaberl-2 de cribes
the kinematic operation and the generation of
spiral bevel gears. More recently, Baxter and
Coleman" expanded on this fundamental. theory.
They described a tooth. contacranaly i:sprogram
whichanalyzes the kinematic action of two
spiral bevel gears in mesh. The program. consid-
ers effects of tooth manofacnmng parameters
on the gear mesh kinematics.

Litvin and CoyS and Litvin. Rahamn and
Goldrich'' also presented the theory of spiral
bevel gear generation and design. These works
describe kinematicerrors induced in the trans-
mission by errors Ln gear manufacturing and
assembly. The articles also suggest tooth profile
modifications to improve kinematic transmis-
sion. They give direct relation bip for the gen-
erated curvature and direction on the terms of
the principal curvatures and direction on the
bevel. gear teetlt. surface . The e relation hips
are in terms of the principal curvatures and
directions ofthe tool generating' urfaces.

Coleman 7 described the experimental mea-
surement of existing bevel and hypoid gear
deflections under load. The article cites the
importance of these deflections for the capacity
and noise level of the gear set. The test results
also suggest gear mounting and tooth manufac-
turing changes which can improve the capacity
and life of the gear set.

Taha, Ettles. and Ma.cP.herson8 presented
the in~.eraction of the structural rigidity and
performance from a helicopter tail rotor gear
box. They u ed a finite element model for me
housing. The article pre eats effects of deflec-
tions on lbearing roller Ioad distribution. bearing
fatigue life, and the gear motions at the un loaded
pitch point Tbeirworkdemoastretes the impor-
tance of rigidity to minimize deflections and
maximize bearing tife in a tran mission.

Winter and Paul9 presented work on the
influence of spiral. bevel gear deflection on
tooth root stresses.

This article pre ents an analytical. method to
predict the shift of the loaded region on the
tooth. The method treats the sbjft as a result of
the elastic deflectiens ofthe gear support shaft-
ing and bearings. The analysis is sequential.

The first stage define. the gear geometry and
loading. The econd stage determinesthe elastic

!Fig. l - Spiral, bevel. :gear mesh Dnd support bearmg :geometry,
deflections of the bearings and shafts and the
slopesof the shafts at the gears. The third stage
finds me motions of me gear teethcau ed by
each elastic deflection. The total deflections of
the gear teeth are the algebraic sum of these
motions. The fourth stage determines the geom-
etry and curvatures of the gear and pinion teeth.
These directions and curvatures combine with
the separate motions ofthe gear teeth to produce
the contact shift. The contact shift is the motion
of the contact ellipses on the two tooth surfaces
under load from the unloaded pitch point. The
analysis assumesthat the.curvatures are constant
over the affected surfaces of the teeth.

A gear box model similar to 'the main rotor
bevel gear reduction of the U.S. Army OH-58
light duty helicopter serve as an example for
[be method. The gear box includes a single
spiral bevel gear drive with a pinion input and
the supporting shafts and bearings. The analy-
sis includes a paramet:rk study. The article
presents radial and tangential shifts of the con-
tact ellipses on the pinion and gear teeth as
functions of shaft stiffness.

Geometry and Loading
Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a spiral bevel

gear mesh. The mid-cone distance, Do' isthe
distance from the apex of the bevel cones to the
mid-place pitch point. This distance is along the
pitch line .of the two pitch cones. his equall to the
oater-cone di stance, A0' rninus one-half the tooth
face width, f. The mid-cone distance and the
'tooth face width describe the basic gear blank
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gear and pinion also contribute to the gear sizes.
The shaft angle, I, is the sum of the cone pitch
angles. The shaft angle defines the relative orien-
tation of the gear and pinion shafts. The pitch
radius of the gear in its mid-line, 'g is:

r = D *si11' rg . 0 - g

The cone pitch angle, rg, ill terms of the
numbers of teeth on the gear and pinion, Ng and
Np' and the shaft angle, I, .IS:

r sin, L
tall = ---~...;...::=-----
- - - g (N,fNg) + cos I

Simihrr equations define the pitch radius, rp' and
cone pitch angle, Fp' of the pinion with the
subscripts p and g interch!Ulged.

Fig. 2 shows the spiral angle, .fII, and norma]
pressure angle, 4>,,. The spiral angle, 11', Is the
angle of inclination of the teeth to the pitch ray.
It is in the place tangent to the two pitch cones.
The gear of Fig. 2 has a right hand spiral The
normal pressure angle, tPn, is the angle between a
normal to the tooth. and the tangent to the pitch
cone surface sn the tooth normal plane.

Fig. 2 includes four orthogonal right handed
coordinate frames. All four coordinate frames
are atthe mid-plane pitch po intof the spiral bevel
tooth. The first of these. {3di' has coordinates in
the tangential, axial. and radial directions ofthe
gear body. The second coordinate frame, 13ei, is
the first coordinate frame rotated through the
cone angle, rg• in a negative direction about the
f3~11 vector. The unit vectors of thi frame are in
tile tangential, pitch ray,and mid-cone radial
directions, respectively. The third coordinate

CA) Cone
Tangent
Plane Pflpg.\

J3e3
J3f3

J3g3
(B) Tooth Normal Plane

-..p...~.,>!1-- J3e2

131'2
J3g2

(C) Axial Section Plane

Fig. 2 - Spiral bevel gear tooth coordinate frames.
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(1)

frame, 13ji' is the second coordinate frame rotated
through the spiral angle, V'. in a positive direc-
lion about the Pel vector fora right handed spiral
angle. The unit vectors of this frame are tangent
to the pitch cone in the tooth normal place,
tangent to the tooth in the cone tangent plane,
and in the mid-cone radial direction respec-
tively. The fourth coordinate frame. 13gi, is the
third coordinate frame rotated through the nor-
mal. pressure angle, ifill' in a negative direction
about the .f3j2 vector. The unit vectors of this
frame are in the tooth normal direction, tangent
to the tooth in the cone tangent plane. and tan-
gent to the tooth in the tooth normal plane
respecti vely.

Fig. 2 shows the mid-plane pitch radius of
tbe gear, rg, in the axial section plane. The mid-
cone radiu of the gear, Rg, is in the ame view.

This equivalent spur pitch radius is:

(2)

rg
Rg = ----!!....--

cos Tg

The gear assembly includes the support bear-
ings and their locations. The position of the
bearings relative to the gear or pinion describes
the support system geometry. The two most
common bearing configurations are straddle and
overhung mountings. Fig. I shows both. The
pinion has a straddle mounting, while the gear
has an overhung mounting. III both cases, A is
the distance from the gear mid-plane to the
bearing close t to the pitch cone apex . .B is the
distance from the gear mid-plane to the bearing
furthest from the apex. Distance A is positive for
an overhung mounting and negati ve for a straddle
mounting. B is always positive ..

The normal force acts on the tooth at the mid-

(3)

plane pitch point. The method assumes that the
force is a concentrated force. The force has three
orlho gonal components in the directions of the f3'di
coordinate frame relative to the tooth. The tan-
gential component, WI' producesthe torque on I.he
gear. Itacts in the f3d I direction. The axial compo-
nent. Wa' acts in thef3d2 direction. And the radial
component. WI" acts in the f3d3 direction.

Fig. 3 shows these forces for both the gear
and thepinion with their respective coordinate
frames. For the gear, the components are:

(4)



Wa '" J wll [ tan ¢n * sin. rg + sin. IjI * cos r:~J(5)
cos'll

Wr = IwJ [tan. 41/1 * cos ~ - sin VI * sin r,J (6)
cos 'I'

where Tg is the torque on the gear, Replacing the
sub cript g with the subscript pin Equations 4

through 6 gives the equations for the pinion
force components. InEquations 5 and 6. the sign
of the last term depends on the direction of
rotation, the hand of the spiral, and whether the
gear is driving or being driven. These equations
are valid for a right-handed piral driving gear
rotating counterclockwise about the f3d2 direc-
tion. Each change in the spiral hand. power
direction. or rotation direction reverses the signs.

The sign of the tangential load. W"~ also
depends on the directions of the rotation and
power flow. The tangential cornponent is posi-
tive for a driving gear or pinion which is rotting
coanterclockwi e. It i also positive for a driven
gear of pinion which is rotating clockwise. The
tangential load is negative otherwise, However,
Equations 5 and 6 use the absolute value of WI'

Com.pon.ent Deflections
Under load. the motion of the ideal pitch

point of a spiral bevel gear is mainly the
superposition of three elastic deflections. These
deflections result from shaft deflections at the
gear center .ahaft slope at the gear centers. and
the deflections of the support bearings,

Table I lists the results of a strength of mate-
rials shaft analysis for the deflections, Ycj' and
slopes (rctations), ¢cj' of the gear at the pitch
point in and about thef3di directions, In the
analysis, both the axial. and radial forces contrib-
ute to both rhe radial deflection and the tangen-
tial rotation. The axial deflection is due to the
tangential rotation and the radial location of the
pitch point. In this instance. the straddle and
overhung ca es require different formulae due to
the different ela tic configurations of the two
cases ..As before, interchanging gear and pinion
subscripts yields valid equations for the pinion.

The bearings which upport the shaft also
deflect, Each bearing has a nonlinear stiffness
and its own contact angle. HarrislO and
Houghton" present methods for determining
the rolling element load hating and resulting
deflection, The method of this article COID-

bine the radial and axial. loads on each bear-

Pinion I

I

Apex

Fig. 3 • Gear and pinion tooth force eempeaents,

DEFLECTIONS
Straddle Overhung

WtA
2B

3EI

W A2B2
Yc];::: __ l _

-W. r A (2B + A)

6El

W A2B
+ '

3EI

3EI (B-A)

r*ecl

Y _ -_W_o_r_A_B_(B_+_,_A_) ,L W, A
Z

13
2

<3- T

3 EI (B-A) 3 EI (8-A)

SLOPES
!

"a, _W.r{A2+AB+B2) W,AB(I3+A)
"d- ------

1 3 EI (B-A) 3 EI (B-A)

W. r (2A + B) _ W, A(2B + A) I

3 EI 6 HI

o

ee3 ~ Wt AB(B + A)
3 EI. (B-A)

W A(2B +A)
6 E]

Table ] - Elastic Support. Induced Pltch Point Motion

DEFLECTIONS

Ybl =
B * X e l - A * X bl

I

B-A

,
Yb2 :::: Xl + r * 8bl

I

I

I B*Xa3-A*Xb3 I
Yb3=

I B-A
I

I

'I
SLOPES

I
I

X b3 - X.3I B =
I

I

bl
B-A

B'bZ:;;;: 0
I

9b)=
X al- X bl

B-A

Table 2 - 8c.aring Induced .Pil.cllPoint Motion
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lug to find the bearing deflections. The pro-
gram then resolves each bearing deflection
into its radial and axial components in the(3di
coordinate directions.

The deflections at the bearings are X . and
(II

Xbi. Here the subscript a identifies the bear-
ing located the distance A from the gear. And
the subscript b identifies the bearing located
the distance B away. The last subscript, i,
denotes the deflection direction in the
f3dicoordinate frame ..

For i= 2, both bearings have the same axial
deflection, Xz' Table IIlists the deflections, Ybi,

and the rotations, f3di of the gear pitch point
caused by these bearing deflections. The mo-
tions are due to the rigid body motion of tlIe gear
and support shaft in the bearings.

The total motions of the gear pitch point in
and about the I(}di coordinate directions, ne-
glecting .any elastic motion of the transmission
housing are:

Similar equations describe the motion of the
pinion pitch point. The motions of the gear and
pinion pitch points combine in the analysis for
the shift ofthe contact ellipse under load.

Contact Analysis
The principal. curvatures of the teeth are

needed in addition to the teeth deflections in the
contact ellipse shift model. Unfortunately, no
direct equations exist for the spiral bevel tooth
surface due to the complexity of the surface
geometryS.6. However, an indirect approach can
determine the principal curvatures and direc-
tions of curvature. Litvin5-6 has developedequa-
tions to determine these principal curvaturesand
their directions at the pitch point.

Toe

Gear or Pinion Tooth_/

Fig. 4 - Tooth contaet point motion.

The analysis assumes that direct conjugate
relationships exist between the gear cutting
tool surface curvatures and motion and the
sought quantities. These are the principal cur-
vaturesand their directions on the gear tooth
surface. The analysis uses the gear and pillion
geometry along wi.th the cutter machine set-
tings for both the gear and pinion. The cutter
machine's manufacturer provides the gear cut-
ter settings. With this method, one can deter-
mine the curvatures of the gear tooth. surface
without equations for the surface.

The separate pitch point motioas of the two
gear teeth effect the shift of the contact ellipse
under load. In addition, the motions of the cen-
ters of transverse curvature of the teeth surfaces
effect the tangential contact ellipse shift. The
motions of the mid-plane base circles of the teeth
also effect the radial contact ellipse shift. In
addition, the standard Hertzian contact stress
formulae12 yield the s:ize and orientation of the
contact ellipse on the gears. All these caleula-

(7) tionsassume that the principal. curvatures re-
main constant over the contacted portions of the

(8) spiral bevel gear teeth.
Relative Motions

Tnecontact shift motion occurs in. the plane
tangent to the two teeth. Relative motions inlhe
direction of the common normal to the teeth
produce kinematic errors in the motion trans-
mission. Kinematic errorS is a forward or back-
ward rotation of the output gear from its ideal
position relative to tile input gear. This motion
does not produce a shift of the contact ellipse.
Only the radial. shift on the teeth in the tooth.
normal plane and the tangential relative motion
in the cone tangent plane are of interest, The
radial shift of the teeth produces a radial shift in
the contact ellipse locations on both teeth. The
tangential motion produces a tangential shift in
the contact ellipse locations as shown in Fig. 4.

In the motion analysis, the small pitch point
deflections and rotations are vectors. One can
obtain the vector components in arty of the four
coordi.nate frames by direct matrix rotations.

Radial Shift - The radial shift ofthe two teeth
appears in the mid-cone plane and in the tooth
normal plane. Fig. 5 shows two equivalent spur
gears in the tooth normal plane before and after
application of the separating load, Equivalent
spur gears have the tooth geometry of the sp.im-al
bevel tooth ill its mid-cone plane. The involute



action of these spur gears is the same as that of
spiral. bevels in the mid-cone plane.I-3 The ra-
dial shift of the two gears is due to an increase of
the center distance in this rotated mid-cone
plane. The separating motion of each gear center
i the pitch point motion in the Pel direction
minu a small relative motion. The relative ra-
dial mot:ion ofthe gear center j .towardjhe pitch
point It is dueto Ute gear rotation about the
original tangential direction Pel'

The displ acement of the pitch point in the l1e3
direction is:

.y y *. r-· . Y * ....T.. 3· =. -'2 sm .. + d·' COSt .8 <L, II 8 J,g 9

The effective radius of the equivalent spur
gear in the tooth norma] plane, Ret' is a func-
tion of the mid-cone radius, R" and the spiral
angle, If.

The motion of the center of the equi.valent gear
is thus:

Due to the involute act jon on separation, the
radial motion produces a new loaded pitch point.
The normal pressure angle increases slightly.
The gears rotate slightly. and a new loaded
effective pitch radius re ults, The new pressure
angle, 6'n' is:

,'n = cos .J [ (R~g+ R~,) * cos 4111 ] (12)

Reg + Z.J. g + R~p + Zd.p
The loaded effective gear pitch radius. R'eg' is:

R' =- eg
Rl!g * cos 41"

COS 41'/1
The radial shift of the pitch point from the

unloaded to the loaded po ilion on the gear
tooth, D'rg. is now:

R' - RD = ·__1!~8__ ·~~~_
rll

cos 4111

Fig ..6 shows this shin di lance and the two
pitch radii, Fig. 6 is a normal view of tile
spiral bevel. gear tnoth, The analysis for the
radial shift of the contact point on the pinion
tooth is unitar,

Tangenua! Shift - The relative tangential

motion of the two teeth appears clearly in a
plane normal to the tooth ..Thi plane contains
the tooth tangent vector Pg2. The plane is per-
pendicular to vector I1gj. It contains the tangen-
tial motion of the pitch points, and it contains
the centers of transverse curvature of the gear
and pinion teeth. 0'8 and Op respectively. The
radii of trans verse curvature of the teeth. Pg and
Pp. are primary curvatures which the tooth
contact analysis determines,

Fig. 7 shows the line of centers in this plane
for both the unloaded and the loaded condition,
The centers of curvature, 0

8
and Op. have a

(9) prime in their loaded positions. For clarity, the
two centers of curvature are Oil opposite sides of
the tooth surface tangent in Fig. 7.. In reality,
both centers an on the same side ofthe tooth

(10)

surface tangent. However, the tangent shifl rela-
tion is. the same for both cases. The deflections of
these centers of curvature in this plane are re-
lated to their respective pitch point deflections in
the Pgjdirection. The relation adds the motion of
t:hecurvature center relative to the original pitch

Base

J
n

I

/'

Gear ....."

I(A) Before Displacement (B) After Displa.cemem

Fig•.5 ~Hquiv.aleot spur geu· ep. ration iutooth
normal. plane.

([3)

Toolh Surface

([4)

.Fig. 6 - R.adial motion of gear pitch point.
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point. The relati ve motion is due to the gear body
rotation perpend icular to this plane about the f3'g3
direction. For the gear, this deflection is:

Z1l2. II = Y g2, 8 + P8 * sin. 8 83.8

where

YgZ, g"" -Y,lJ, II *' sifltp'+ Ytl2.g *' cos rg cos "¥ (16)

-Yd3.8 * sin rg cos lJf

Radial
Shift
(Dr'ag) .041

Fig. 7 - Tangential motion of spiral bevel pitch
point.
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-Pinion
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Fig ..8,- Tuoth cootactpositlon shift in radial direction.
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Fig. 9 - Tooth contact po itlon shin in tangential direction.

and:

(J= (J' - * cos 1jI sill <A-g),g dl,g II
(17)

(15)
+(J 12 * (cos r sin. Itlsin d. - sin F cos e], . II !( 'F 'I'll 8 "",

-fJ dJ.g *' (sin Til sinlfl sin 4>n'" cos Tg cos l/J,,)

The motion on the tooth surface from the
unloaded pitch point to the loaded pitch point. in
this plane is Ug2' This is the deflection necessary
to keep the centers of curvature on a common
tooth normal

(18)

This locates the new loaded pitch point rela-
tive to the unloaded pitch point. The relative
shift of the gear pitch point in the tangential
direction on the tooth surface is D,g' This is the
difference between the original pitch point's
motion and the pitch point shift, Ugi

(19)

A similar analysis determines the tangential
pitch point shift on the pinion, DIP'

Tooth Con.tact Shift
The radial and tangentiaJ components of

tooth contact shift are valuable measures of
the rigidity of a bevel gear me h. Knowledge
of the shift components can help a designer
evaluate important properties of the gear mesh
and support bearings. An interactive input
Fortran 77 computer program 13 calculates
these tooth contact shifts for both the gear and
pinion. The program, SLIDE. FOR, can run on
a personal computer.

fig. 4 shows the shift of the nominal. pitch
point contact ellipse on a gear tooth. The princi-
pal radii of curvature of the teeth and the normal
tooth load determine the size and orientation of
the contact ellipse. One C3_n compare the tangen-
tial. shift to the difference between the half tooth
width and the tangential radius of the ellipse. This
compari on demonstrates whether edge loading
can occur in the design. By subtracting the radial
hifts from the teeth addenda, one aI 0can evalu-

ate the reduction in the ideal contact ratio ..
This model. can evaluate performance

tradeoffs where transmission weight and trans-
mission life are competing objectives. Figs. 8
and 9' are dimensionless plots of contact shift as
function of support shaft stiffness for a single
stage transmission. The plots vary both the gear



and pinion shaft stiffnes es by the same percent-
age. The parametric study reduce the. ti ffnesses
from the design values to show the effect of shaft
tiffne on performance.

Fig. 8 is a plot of the radial contact hift on
both the gear and the pinion. Fig. 9 is a plot of
the tangential contact shift for the two gears ..
Bethplot show the contact shift a. a. ratio 'to

the mid-cone ba e pitch of the teeth. This
gives a dimensionless comparison of the shift
magnitudes. A second vertical axis on the
radial plot, haws the shift as a percent .of the
tooth addendum. This compares the shift of
the contact point to the actual tooth size. In the
tangential shift plot, the second vertical axis
shows the tangential shift as a percent of the
half tooth width. The horizcntal axis of both
plot i the ratio of the support shaft stiffnes ,
EI, to the full support shaft. stiffness, EI,]"

The figures demonstrate a definite hyper-
belie relatiensbip between the riffne es and
the re ulti ng pitch poi nt contact shift, A val uable
conclusion i that one may reduce the stiffnesses
in the example to about 20% of the nominal
design values. At thi point. there is a significant
increase in the contact position shift. With this
information available at the design stage of a
transmi sian's development, important weight
saving may be possible. The weight savings
win not sacri flee the transmi sion' slife or power
overload performance seriously.

Summary and Conclusion
Thi artidepre ents a method to predict the

shift ofthe loaded region on the gear teeth in a
spiral bevel reduction. This shift is a result of the
eta tic deflections of the gear support shafting
and bearings under load. The reduction is a
single spiral bevel gear drive with a pinion input
and upportmg shafts and bearings. The a-
Slimed deflection were caused by the shaft de-
flection. , the shaft slopes, and the bearing de-
flection . The analysis assumed that the curva-
tures of fhe teeth near the pitch point. were
constant, It determined tile curvature using the
envelope of cutting tool positions.

The analysis was equential. The first [age
defined the gear geometry and loading. The ec-
ond stage determined the elastic deflectams oflhe
bearings and shaft and the slopes of the hafts at
the gear .. The third tage determined the motions
of'the gear teeth caused by each elastic deflection,
Superposition of the e motion produced the total

deflections of the gear teeth. The fourth. tage
anaJyzedthe interaction between the tooth geom-
etry and motion to predict the tooth contact el-
lipse motion underload ..A Fortran 77 computer
program determined 'Ihe radial and tangential
tooth contact shifts of the gear and pinion.

An example representative of the main rotor
bevel gear reduction found in the U.S. Army
OH-58 helicopter was modelled. A parametric
study illustrated the determination of the radial
and tangential tooth contact ell ipse shifts. Graphs
showed the variation in contact hin with reduc-
tion in upport shaft stiffness. An important
conclusion was that, for the example, one could
reduce the shaft stiffnesses to about 20% of the
present stiffne ses, At this level, significant
changes in the shifts of the tooth contact p051.-
lions occurred. Significant weighl reductions
m.ay bepossible without .. eriously affecting the
gear action or the gear life .•
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Classification of Types of
Gear Tooth Wear - Part I.

Louis IF,a:ur,e
CM'D Transmissiions,

Camlbrai. France'

Introduction
The phenomena of deterioration of surfaces

are generally very complexend depend!on nu-
merous conditions which include the operating
conditions, the type of load applied. the relative
speeds of surfaces in contact, the temperature,
Iubrication, surface hardnessand roughness,
and the compatibility and nature of materials.

Wear isa general term covering the local
phenomena describing the removal of some
material and occurring when two surfaces slide
onto one another, This term also applies to the
removal of material resulting from the pres-
ence of impurities in the lubricant. Other types
of gear failures, such as surface fatigue, corro-
sion, plastic flow, and breakage are not cov-
ered by this article.

Wear may be divided into two distinct clas-
sifications: Qualitative, which is based on the
action modes of different wear phenomena on
gear teeth and characterized by surface appear-
ance; and quantitative, which takes into ac-
count. the intensity of the wear phenomena.

The qualitative wear phenomena we will
discuss include abrasive wear with two bodies,
streaks and scoring, polishing, hot and cold
scuffing, abrasive wear with three bodies,
scratches or grooves, and interference wear. In
the quantitative analysis we win define normal
wear, moderate wear, and excessive wear. A
synthesis of these two classifications has been
made under a chart found in Part H.

eurrent Wear (c:aued Two Body Abrasion)
Current wear is revealed very early in the

life of the gear or gear train and is evidenced by
the removal of micro-particles of metal onthe
gear teeth surfaces. This phenomenon is caused
by contact and metal-to-metal sliding, which

occurs through the oil film. The distinctive
machining marks of the cutting procedure
or finish (for example, the facets resulting
from hobbing, the streaks left by a gear
cutter or by ,3 rack cutter. the surface pattern
from certain grinding operations) are di-
m:in:ishedor erased by wear.

This wear brings about a progressive reduc-
tion of gear tooth thickness, along with a more
or less marked distortion of the profile in the
heavy sliding zones, but without noticeable
degradation of foe surface roughness ..

As indicated in Fig, Lthe wear is almost nil

'Wear on Tooth Tipl

_. iPitchCircl:e

Tooth Root Wear

Fig. 1 . Distinctive aspect at distortion of gear
tooth profile under wear action



in the pitch zone where the liding peed are
[ow or nil, and becomes more and more pro-
flounced a we move away from thi zone. This
zone i maximum at the tipcircle and at the
actl ve dedendum circle, wherethe sliding speeds
are the highest

The wear zone i generally gray colored and
lightly dun, with ometimes lu trou areas and

the presence of scoring. (See Fig. 2). Note the
presence of a dull zone below the pitch, where
the wear i greater, and of a lu trnu area on
each 'ide of the pitch and slightly higher. Also
note the transver e coring Ughtl.y marked
near the tooth tipand the machine streaks till
visible near the pitch.

The appearance of thi wear, as well as its
developing peed, variesgreatly according to
the pres ure level between the contact surface ,
the hardne of the material . the roughnes of
surface. and the thickness of lubricant film. For
example, in 'Ihe ca e of lightly loaded gears
operating with an oil of relatively high vi co -
ity at medium peeds, we will have an oil film
sufficiently thick to avoid metal-to-metal con-
tact. Thi will not generate wear except during
starting or stopping. The original machining
trace will still be intact en the gear teeth after
lung periods of operation ..

In practice it is not always possible to have
a continuous lubricant film between the gear
teeth according to the load transmitted. Then
contact occurs between the top 'of the asperities
made during machining, and there i a tendency
to polish or score the surface in 'contact

In the ca e of urface-hardened gears ..be-
cause of the high hardness of flank in con-
tact, we eacounter only slight wear which is
often difficult to see.

Scoring - Str,eaks
This type of wear appears in the form of

fine groove or lines in rhe liding direction.
The e streak or core are formed progres-
ively in tile zone characterized by a high
Iiding peed. at the tooth tip and near the root

of the gear teeth. (Fi.g. 3)
Tiley are etten developed 011 pinion teeth

and wheel teeth that are in contact at the very
beginning of meshing of mating profiles. The
bottom of the striae are smooth compared to
those faund in traces of scuffing.

Duses. The pre ence of these scores or
streaks reveals the existence of relatively

high pressure locally affectingthe gear teeth
flank . Under high load action. the asperitie
caused by the roughnes of the mating flank •
a well a . foreign particles of small dimen-
ions that imprint intothe gear teeth flank •

along with the. lippage effect, cause cavities
which appear as streak. .

The formation of coring can be con id-
ered as a preliminary stage preceding scuff-
ing. These treak generally lead to more e-
vere local wear of gear teeth in the zone
where there is a higher pressure. Frequently
we note in time a. stabilization of these treak
when the wear level of the cored urface ha
been ufficient '10 generate a beuer distribu-
tion of the load. which a a con equenee di-
mini hes the maximum pre ure on the gear
teeth .. In this case only the black. color base of
streak, or coring will remain. This tabiliza-
tionphenomenon can be accelerated by in-
creasing the oil vi cosity and by improving
filtration. This type of wear is oftenencoun-
teredin worm gear " (Fig. 4)

Adheslve Wear
Adhesive wear appears on 'two surfaces

Iiding aero one another when tile pres ure
between the asperities in contact is sufficient
tocau e localized pia tic deformations. rni-
era-welding, or local, adhesion . When there
is generation or plastic deformation, there is
energy ab orptlon which leads to 0 erhearing
due to friction.
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The mildest form of adhesive wear i the
formarion of t'polishing' on the active flanks of
the gear teeth, When the load condition and
friction become more



temperature at contact level increases. we may
witness the appearance of localized metal ad-
hesions 0[1 the teeth. hot cuffing.or cold cuff-
ing (for low speeds and heavy loads).

Polishlng. Polishing is a type of very slow
progressive wear in which the a peri tie of the
mating flanks are distorted and laminated and
then appear on the gear teeth a very mooth
and polished surfaces, which take on a mirror
aspect. Such wear conditions are caused by
metal-to-metal contact during operation. Gen-
erally the polishing occurs in applications at
low speeds «20 mlsec) when the lubricant oil
film ill elastohydrodynarnic yield rate is not
sufficiently thick and is near the limit of the
lubricant performance ..Generally, this type of
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wear does not cause large variations in the
shape and in the dimensioru of gea:r teeth.
However, when examined under a microscope,
the structure just below the contact surface
reveals the presence of plastic flows in the
materia] under slippage. Sometimes very local-
ized overheating traces near the surface are also
encountered. The polishing encourages estab-
lishing gear teeth contact pattern in service
and allows obtaining a good conformity of
surfaces in contact.

This type of wear is not "damage" and can
be tolerated in service unless the initial mate-
rial specifications forbid it. If the load increases,
or if the lubrication conditions become insuffi-
cient. this type of gear tooth wear can develop
because the temperature between surfaces in
contact will increase and render them superfi-
ciaIJy less hard and more sensitive to localized
micro-welding formations ..The appearance of
adhesion or scuffing traces on the gear teeth
flanks can then be seen. To prevent such traces,
we can, after the appearance of polishing. ill-
crease slightly the oil viscosity to obtain in
normal working conditions a thicker hydrody-
namic film. We can also, when possible. reduce
slightly the load to be transmitted, but in all
cases we must assure that in service there is no
risk of producing severe overloads (no matter
how short they may be), which would damage
greatly the gear teeth surfaces.

Generally the polishing appears quickly on
loaded gears made with good precision and

most often 0.11 surface-hardened gear . The mo: t

noticeable examples are found in automotive
gears, such as, satellite and planet gears, gear-
box pinions, and spiral bevel gears. (Figs ..5-6)

Adhesions .. This phenomenon, which ap-
pears on some gear mating flanks, i always
very localized and generally is only present on
a small area ofa few gear teeth. For each metal
pull-off or adherence, we can almost always
distinguish a zone where a brutal welding has
occurred between the profiles in contact and
which was immediately sheared. On one of the
flanks, a metallic particle has pulled off and is
often found fixed by adhesion onto the flank
of the other gear. The irregularities on the two
surfaces after separation ha ve generated streaks
or cratches oriented in the eparation direction
of the profiles, starting in the zone where the
adherence or metal pull-off occurred.



In the welding zone, the profile i generally
altered in depth. whereas it is more superficial
near the scratches. which generally are less and
Ie severe as we go further from the initially
damaged zone. This type of damage is encoun-
tered on gear teeth flank lin the high Iippage
zone .where the contact surface is preponder-
am or localized becaus e of the presence of a
Jight excess of material caused by a machining
defect or a profile with exce ive crowning; by
a slight alignment defect of gear teeth caused
by the machining operation of the gear of by
distortion under load: or bya local distortion
along the flanks caused by a temperature gradi-
ent generated by an irregular flow of heat dur-
ing meshing. Thi contact urface Iocallzation
cau es uch an increase in load that. it no
longer can be up ported bythe lubricant film •.
which leads to metal-to-metal contact and the
formation of micro-welding by friction.

The development of this type of damageis
encouraged by a tate of "poli hing" on the
urface of flank in contact and by the presence

of severe undulation or poor teeth surface
roughne s. The fir I case is common in sur-
face-hardened teeth, and the econd in rough
machine-cut teeth of normalized steel,

The formation of localized metal pull-off
can also be caused by the pa sage of a foreign
metallic panicle between the profile .In fact,
after it lamination b stween the gear teeth,
such a particle will weld it. elf onto the sur-
face of one of the profiles under slippage,
creating a local ized excrescence.

This risks generating an overload during
me hing wbi.ch may cause a sudden rupture of
the oil film. thu causingthe formation of a
metal pull-off on the mating profile, When the
numbers of gear teeth on the pinion and on the
wheel are in an integer ratio. and such all adhe-
ion appears on one tooth, it may cause similar

damage on a limited number of other teeth,
and thephenomenon has all the chances of
tabilizing by itself afterwards, [fthe numbers

of teeth are prime between them elves, we
will have a general sweep of all the teeth by
'those from the pinion and wheel which have
beenaffecaed by the initial. meta] pull-off. The
deterioration will thus progress (0 all the
teeth flanks .. and there is a risk of evolution
towards hot scuffing (at high speeds) or cold
cuffing (at low speed ). Qui~e often this

evolution can occur within minute .
We are often tempted to say that the pres-

ence of adhesion on a tooth is not 100 erious
because its surface is small. [11 reality, this type
of deterioration, in the ca e of surface-hard-
ened teeth. can often go along with cracks that
develop from the surface down and which will
quickly lead to to til breakage. Such crack" are
formed by residual sire s of thermal origin and
appear at the moment of instant welding by

slippage ofthe two flanks in contact.
Before planning to re-use surface-hardened

gears with or without an eventual grinding
surface operation, it is essential to perform a
dye penetrant or magnetic particle control 'of
the teeth flank where the adhe ion occurred.

In the ca e of through-hardened gear. this
cracking risk is practically ncn-existent,

If we ascertain, upon opening a reducer or a

gear wheel. the pre ertce of adhesion. on the
teeth, we can come to the following concl usions:

• There has been periodic lubricant film
breakage on the teeth where contact pattern
area w,as preponderant .

• The initial preci iOI1 of the gear or reducer
is generally not affected, for we should have
noticed this phenomenon under nominal load
during start-up of reducer.

The causes of this anomaly may be:
I) Distortion of the gear support or reducer,

bringing about an evolution of the contact. sur-
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face toward tile tip of teeth (in cases of adher-
ence near the tooth tip).

2) Progressive loss of lubricantoil viscosity
characteristics or temporarily insufficientlu-
brication (Cf. case of open gears).

3) Unforeseen and brutal overloads.
4) Passage of a foreign body (adherent

metallic particle).
When we are faced with such degradation,

the remedie are generally simple. After check-
ing that the gear teeth precision and their even-
tual profile and helix modifications fulfill their
function, one mu t:

1) As ure that the lubricant and lubricatien
devices are in working order and capable of
performing their function.

2) Eliminate the risk of untimely occa-
sional uverloadsapplied to [he gear (Tor-
sional vibrati.ons, high torque varlauen,
pumping effect. etc.),

For added afety the lubricant viscosity can
be Increa ed (if nece aryl. Fig. 7 gives an
example of metal. adhesions encountered on
several teeth of a spiral bevel pinion.

Hot Scuffing. This wear phenomenon re-
sults from oil film breakage under excessive
overheating during meshing, which causes a
metal-to-metal contact of teeth flanks. local
welds and hearing are alternately produced
between the contact surfaces and contribute to
the quick pull-off of metallic panicles from the
teeth flanks. thus progressively modifying the
state of their profile.
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streaks or scratches with rough bottoms and
side. often appearing as band ofvari.able depth
width oriented in the direction of the height of
the tooth, and affect isolated zones or their
whole width. The scuffing traces are generally
more clearly marked at. the tooth tip and root of
the teeth in the high liding zones.

In the case of hot cuffing; it is the combined
action of high pressure between urfaces, high
sliding speeds, and excessive contact. tempera-
ture, resulting from pres ure and tiding speed
values, which cause oil film rupture between
the teeth flanks. During start-up or running-in
of certain gear, some local scuffing of les er
importance, which is characterized by shallow
traces and very fine roughness, may appear in
certain points of the teeth in the zone where the
contact pressure is maximum. In general.aftera
certain time of operation at reduced load, these
localized traces of scuffing diminish by wear,
Once thi happens. the gear may be operated
under its nominal load. In this case, a sligbt
increase in the lubricantviscosity will allow a
better safety in service. o.n ground gears, we
can see the presence of localized scuffing at the
tip and root of the teeth, which is the result of
insufficient tip relief or too great a deviation in
the profile .. We can abo encounter identical
phenomena near tooth ends due to insufficient
longinidinal correction or too great helix de-
viation. As long as . cuffing trace caused by
the e phenomena remain slight or shallow. they
may be tolerated in service. for they win end up
wearing off and reducing in time ..(Fig. 8)

If they become coarse, the scuffing can
evolve either toward periodic adhesions or to-
ward more severe scuffing. which may become
destructive. In general, the appearance of de-
tructive cuffing i revealed in ervice by

brutal oil temperatureri e at the me hing exit.
If the load and the operating eonditions are
maintained, the scratches will generalize on the
whole surface of the flanksand will become
deeper. There is also the risk of local metal
pull-off, transfer of metallic particles. and pro-
gressive deformations of the profile surfaces.

When this deformation becomes serious
enough. the noise level of the gear will in-
crea c. The same is true for the temperature of
the wheel and pinion bodies.

U the operation is maintained under' uch
condition, signs of overheating will quickly



appear 011 the teeth surface (browm h, bluisn,
or violet tempering colors).

[11 the case of urface-hardened gears, cracks
will often occur under thermal stress ofleeth.
which lead quickly to their breaking.

Ia the ca e through-hardened gears. we can
a certain some extreme cases of very erious
rise ,intemperature of gears able 1.0 cause a hot
now of the teeth, bringing their destruction.

General scuffing La brutal phenomenon
which can develop very quickly on the teeth (in
the matter of a few minutes to a few hours) and
bring about irremediable gear jai1I~,-,e. h occurs
because of thermal tress, which lead quickly to
tooth breakage. (Figs. 9-10)

When the failure occurs 11 long time after
start-up of the gearing, it is caused by an
accidental faulty lubrication or an overload
re ulting from continuous use of the machine
in a manner for which it was not designed.
However. if failure occurs a short time after
tart-up, one hould check whether the amount

of heat generated by tile gear is compatible
with the choice of the gear geometry and the
ennice of lubricant.

Cold Scuffing. This wear phenomenon is
the result of lubricant (oil or grea e) film
breakage under excessive pressure action dur-
ing meshing. causing a metal-to-metal. contact
of teeth flank . The generation mechanism of
degradation i identical to that of hot cuffing
(welding and metal. pull-offj. Jn thi case, it
concerns only the joint action of high pre UJ1e
between surfaces or extremely low sliding
velocity (linear speed not over approximately
4rn1s), which cause the breakage of the lubri-
cant film between the contact profiles.

In genera] thi type of scuffing begins with
one or more adhesions 011 a few teeth flank
and spreads gradually nearer and nearer until
the whole circumference of the gear is in-
volved. The spreading speed of damage is a
functlon of the type of lubricant 11.1 ed, the
fini hing proce s, and the hardnes of the
gear material .

If we con idera gear of normalized steel. or
through-hardened, rough-cut finished, and.
grease lubricated. the destruction process of
the teeth can be very quick once the lubrica-
tion becomes insufficiern for the load tran .
mined (from a few minutes to a few hours).

We then see the formation of successive

deep metal pull-offs and adherences on the
flanks, which a:repartially rolled during mesh-
ing. thu causing an emission of metallic
particles which remain blended in the grease.
These particles generally inieime an abrasive
wear which in a way re-establishes a. uniform
contact surface on the teeth. but in many cases
is not sufficient [0 stop the scuffing.

This degradation mechanism will resuIt in
overheating of the surface in contact, which
generally will remain at an acceptable level
because the sliding velocities are low. and .in
the appearance of vibrauons and meshing
noises in the installation. When we stop the
gear, we find teeth profile which are often
deeply altered in their geometry and which
we can consider as being practically destroyed.

Fig. 9 • Destructive scuffing on the teeth of a spiral bevel wheel. Note the
presence of deep streaks and important deformations of the profile in the
contact zones. This gear wheel can be considered as destroyed.
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before planning to re-start the gear.
Whenever possible, it is preferable to pro-

ceed to a machining of the teeth at least so as
to remove the particles embedded on the
teeth flanks.

In the cases where we see the presence of
too many metal pull-offs, we should make a
more complete machining on the wheel flanks,
which will require the design ofa new pinion if
we want to preserve an identical backlash to the
one initially planned.

When this scuffing happens on large, open
gears used for driving ovens, crushers, or
winches, the repair has to be done most of the
time in situ, for it is often impossible to remove
such gears. (Fig. I I )

We can, as a first operation, remove by
manual grinding all welded metallic particles
that are too thick in relation to the initial profile
of the teeth. Then we must run-in the teeth
before thinking of restarting of the gear to
obtain a good contact pattern on the flanks.

For this operation, we can use an abrasive
compound of grain size structure adapted to the
size of the teeth or special synthetic graphite
grease. The running-in should not be too harsh,
otherwise we risk deforming the profile of the
teeth by abrasive wear.

If we have a surface-hardened and ground
gear often used at the low speed stage of a
reducer, the metal pull-off on the flanks is often
accompanied by plastic micro-distortion of
flanks due to embedding and micro-welding of
large particles, which may damage the hard-
ened surface layer because it has to support
very heavy local pressure for which it has not
been designed.

The surface overheating generated by the
micro-weldings may be high and can also some-
times generate surface cracks, which may evolve
rapidly in service through the hardened surface
layer and lead to the rupture of one or more teeth.

For such gears in general, the appearance of
cold scuffing is brutal and often results in their
breaking during use.

The possible causes of cold scuffing are
insufficient lubrication or a severe overload of
the gearing over a sufficiently long period.
(These two causes can occur simultaneously).

This type of damage is generally destruc-
ti ve for the teeth and develops most often on
grease-lubricated teeth. The surface rough-
ness of the teeth is of great importance, and
when it is great, it encourages the formation of
micro-welding and the development of deep
scuffing .•

Part II of this article will cover wear with three
bodies, interference wear, and varying intensi-
ties of gear tooth wear.
Acknowledgements: Published as AGMA document

88 FTM 4 and in Europower Transmision. April,

1991. Reprinted with permission.
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The James Engineering modular deburring systems can be set up in less than one minute. with cycle lime' of 20 [0 50 seconds
per pan. lanlJalloading and unloading barely takes 5 seconds, with fully automated systems available. Precision controls allow
edge break of uniform quality and consi rency frorn pan \0 pan and from .001" radius to large chamfers. Modular de ign all W'

modification oEsy tern as need change. Due to the compact ize, Iheystem m:ly be placed near h b~ or haper cutters. allowing
operators 10 deburr the gear while demanding very little of their time or attention, Thisallows hop 10 either ehminat ' or
d'raslicarIly reduce secondary handling and' conventional deburring steps. This l>ignificanl reducuon in labor, along with a lower
crap rare, mean big dollar avings 10 the user.

James Engineering • 4732 Pearl Street> Boulder, CO 803011 • (303) 444-6337 '. Fax (303) 444-6561
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'THU,E D'IMENS,ION GE~AR,INSPECTION

Provides actual over
ball/pin measure-
ment of any helical
Of spur gear or
spline without the
need of cosUy
setting masters.

Provides vital 8.P:C..
infQrmati.on.

CAPACITY:
9" O.D..
,8" r.n
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ISL ijURlCL fHPf
WHEN YOU' NEED IIN1iRICA.TEDESilGNS AND METIICULOUS ICRAFTSMANSHIP,IRELY ON' FAliRLANE GEAR,INC.

SIZE RANGiE -Smaller than an

'WE OF,fER:
'. Expertlechnical Assistance
,·Gear Cutting,in aWide Range

of Sizes, Types ,& Quantities
• Prototype & Emergency Re-

pair I Rebuild Service

COMMITTMENiJIO IO.UAUTY
Reishauer Ground Gears I

M &.M Precision Gear Checker
Kapp CBN Hard Finished Gears
American Pfauter CNC Hob
Coordinate Measurement

NEW MACHINES JUST PURCHASED
... KAPP C.NCHARD FINISHER
... .AMERICAN' P,FAUTERCNC HOB

Machine
Oualitygearsupto AGMA15, Mll-
1-4520BA,. Mll-SID-4566Z Fully implemented SPC, and data

communications capabilities.

inch to 48" For the ultimate in qualityg,ears,
call or send inquiries to:

TYPES:
Spur -Internal & External
Helical-Ilnternal & External
Worms, Worm Gears
Serrations - Shafts
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Sprockets - Clusters
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Plymouth, M148170
Phone (3131459-2.440
Fax !3131459-2941
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Management By
Walking Around

Keep on top of your business by keeping in touch with whats
happening in the office and on the factory floor.

C1
ave you ever been

I c,onfronte.d by a
~lhomybusiness p~o-
blem, only to dis-

cover - belatedly - that it had

been creeping I.Ipon you for
months, or even years?

In today's fast-paced
business world, emerging
problems can easily go un-

noticed for long periods of
time. Managers can become
so engrossed with the press-
ing concerns of day-to-day
operations thai. they fail to
observe tile tell-tale signs of
upcoming difficulties.

If you want to develop
early warning signs of busi-
ness problems, you have to
work at it. While you may be
able to keep abreast of trends
through formal reports and
meeting, these infotrneuon
systems won't tell you the
whole story. To find out
what's really happening in
your business, you must be
willing to inve t a little time
and effort "behind the
scenes." Here'. how:

Walk the beat, Once a
day, take some time to walk
through your place of busi-
ness. Stop and talk to your
employees every once in a

Riicha!rd G. Ensman, Jr.

while. Ask them what's go-
ing on. A k them to explain
the kind of work they're do-
ing and the problems they're
encountering. And ask them
about their concerns and ac-
complishments.

Recruit a myst.ery cus-
tomer. Ask a friend or col-
league to vi it your pLace of
business .. You might ask
your "mystery customer" to
offer you a casual, candid
reaction 10 the performance
of your sales force or cus-
tomer service people - or you
might a k him 10 pose spe-
cific problems to your staff
and observe their reactions.

Set up a simple focus
group. Draw together a ran-
dom group of'cus torners, ern-
ployees, or vendor' and ask
them 1'0 offer candid com-
ments on your product lines,
management practices, or
other items of cone em to you.
Whatever issue you bring to
this group's attention.don't
forget to ask members to
assess the image you and
your business firm enjoy in
the community.

WrUea leUer. Under a
fictitious name and address,
write a letter to your own

Managing a busin:ess
today is hard work. Let
"M,anagemenl Mat-
ters" lend a hand..Tstl
us wha:t mana'gement
matters interest you.
Write to us at P.O. Box
14,2.6, Elk Girove. IL,
160009, or call our staft
at. tlloa, 437-6604.

I MANAGElVIENT MAT'T'ERS

Richard G.Ensma", Jr.
is a free·lallce writer from
Rochester, NY. fie specializes
ill topicsfor business and trude
magazines.

company asking for infor-
mation about a product, help
with a customer service
problem, or a quick price
quotation. Note your staff's
re ponse: How long a time
before the letter is answered?
How does the answer come?
By letter? By telephone?
What's the overall quality
of the response?

Take a file test. Next
time you need detailed in-
formation on some subject.
keep track of how long it
takes to get a.response. How
many hour or days elapse
before someone on your
staff brings you the needed
information? Is the infor-
rnarion accurate and com-
plete? Are the records you
obtain in lip-top shape?

Ask candid questions.
During one of your casual



: <9... . 106 Wu. ku Yiillage,. _. KlJrl!gIwan HsiIr1g 36006,

I

Miaoll '1iIIIen,. TIIiwII\, R.O.C~
Telex; 58556, Y11Ki'tG
~. 1I86037-2291i11 let 886-31-226l44

FIRST
You define for each I

!
parameter. such as ratio,
center di tance, pressure
angle, etc., a convenient

set of values that you are
really able to use.

SECOND
You define your perfor-
mance needs regarding

Pilling Life, Bending Life,
Scoring Probability,

Reliability Level and
Operating Conditions.

THIRD
You wait a few seconds

until diseng© finds out the
best solution witmn you.r

particular possi bilities.
Technical Support in the USA und Canada: "Demo & Full Demo
THE DUDLEY TECHNICAL GROUP, INC. Disk Available"
Gear Systems Consultants
17150 Vi. De.1 Campo. Suite 308
San Diego ..California. 92127-2139 USA
Phone (1·800) 354·5178 Fax (619) 487-4S93
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visits to front line manage-
ment, ask supervisors a few
candid, but seemingly incon-
sequential, questions. Ask,
for instance, about the work
schedules ofvarious employ-
ees; about the day-to-day re-
sponsibilities and accom-
plishments of the people un-
dertheir supervision, You 'U
end up understanding how
well your front line people
grasp the intricacies of day-
to-day operations.

PLay the memo game.
Want to find out how quickly
you can get action all some
issue? Next time you need
to send out a memorandum
asking for verification of
some piece of information,
an analysis ofa problem, or
a recommendation on some
current issue facing the
company, keep track: of the
response time. Whell- and
how - does the response find
its way to you?

Call your office. Some
afternoon, when you're out
of the office. call in. How
ma:ny times does the tele-
phone ring before the recep-
tionist picks up the receiver?
How pleasant does the
receptionist's voice sound?
How are you greeted? Wf
your call is placed on
"hold," how long are you
kept waiting? And how
helpful is the receptionist
when your call is answered?

Keep an eye on the junk.

any suggestions for reduc-
ing waste - and improving
efficiency - in the future?

Yell "bel:p'" to the eom-
puter .•Ask for computer data
that you know i only a few
days old. Accounts receiv-
able data from a very recent
sale makes a good test, as
does mailing list informa-
tion that's come in over tlle
last few days ..Can your staff
get you the information? If
not, how far behind is your
company in data entry?
Why? What can your com-
pute]" people or office staff
do to speed up data entry
and processing?

Check the money. Pose
a hypothetical question to
your top financial person:
How much money is left over
in your budget, say for the
purchase of new office fur-
niture? Or how much profit
does he or she see accruing
to the company in the current

quarter? Can you get quick
answers to these ami other
budgetary questions? Can the
money person put his or her
hands on financial records
quickly and efficiently? Can
he make fast and accurate
financial projections?

Put yourseU'in the other
guy's shoes. Make it a point
to spend all hour or two with
a single employee - selected
at random - every so often.
During the time, see if you
can learn theessentials of his

In the course of one of your job: recording cash receipts,
walk-arounds, make note of processing customer service
an the discards from your problems, assembling prod-
assembly floor or waste pa-
per from your office.
W.hat's being discarded?
How much money do you
suspect is lost in waste that
day? Do your people have

ucts before distribution. or
whatever. Ask as many ques-
tions as youcan during these
random learning sessions -
and don't hesitate to follow
up later on with questions



about efficiency, quality con-
trol and work procedures
with supervisors.

Read. Ask one of your
employees or managers to'
give you a random batch of
outgoing corre pondence -
memoranda, letters, and re-
ports - some morning ..Read
it, all of it, What' the overall
quality of this material? Is it
dear and concise? Does it
appear pleasing to the ,eye?
Do you notice any glaring
typographical errors? What
kind of image do you think
your correspondence COI1-

veys to tile public? If you
could make any improve-
ments in the correspondence,
what would you do?

Be a doorstop. At the
end of the day, stand near the

or cotleague to make a com-
plaint about one of your
firm's products or services ..
How effectively and gra-
ciously is the complaint
handled? How do your cus-
tomer ervice people offer
to make amends for the
problem or address the is-
sues brought to their atten-
lion? Nothing will give you
better insight to' your cus-
tomer service capability
than the comments of a
complaining customer.

Formal reports, meetings
and information systems all
help you understand your
finn's "big picture." But the
time and effort you spend
around the desks or your
employees. the watercooler,
and the copy machines will

--

MANAGEMENT'MATTERS

door. Listen to the buzz of give you the tools you need
informal conversation going to better understand the day-
on around you. Are people to-day strengths and weak-
eager to get out of the office
or plant? Do you notice some
employees staying Iate jo
complete important pro-
jects? Do you hear com-
ments indicating job satis-
faction - or dissatisfaction -
from your people? What
does the overall tenor of the
conversation tell you about
the attitudes and morale of
your employees?

Complain. Ask a friend

nesses of your company.
Ultimately. this time and

effort will help you identify
nagging problems - and
solve them before they
threaten the profit or stabil-
ity of your business. Man-
agement by walking around
may not always be enjoy-
able but, if it gives yon in-
sights into troubles you
didn't know YOUl had. it may
well be profitable .•
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010 You Heve OIUllr

Nelxt ICovler?
Gear Technology is looking for
some possible cover art. Hyou

have a.professional photo of gear-
ing in operation that you think

will look good on the next cover of
Gear Technology, please send it

for review:

IGel!r Technology Art Dept
1401 lunt Ave,.

IElk G!FOve ViUag,e, IL 60007'
-- ------------
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SERVICE

GEAR TOOTH
GRINOING SERVICES

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
spe c ia lists

• Gear manufacturers a,re our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27.'5" P.O., 35 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certi1ied Gear Inspection Equipment

PRO-'GEAR COMPANY, INC.
23 Dick Road Oepew, NY 14043

Phone m6) 684-3811
Fax (716) '684-77117
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,~G "-e.R h
I . .eart.Si~· esearci
! Institute
i

An Institute of ASME and AGMA

• Cooperative Pre-Competitive
Research

• Multi-Client
Topical Research

• Single Client Research
& Problem Solving

• Individual & Corporate
Membership

• II Non-Prom Activity in Support
of U.S Gear Producers

1944 Uniivers.ity Lane Lisle, lL 60532
7081241-0660 FAX 708/241-0662
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Ground Gear
Specialists

GEAR IINSPECTION
REPAIR, REBUILD, UPDATE

We can help solveyour gear
inspection problems withexperi-
enced, factory trained personnel.
We certify. repair and rebuild
Illitron lead, involute, tooth spaoe
and redliner instruments. We also
have new chart recorders, amplifiers
and spare parts for ITW and
Fellows. Save big ~keep certified!

• ReishauerRZ300E g.ear
grinders

• Manufacturing spur, helical,
and pump gears

• To AGMA Class 15 with
crowning

• Nital etch inspection
• Charting available

PH!OINE 708377-2496
,F'A_X708377-.2546a Manufactured

Gear & Gag.e, lnc,
P.O. Box 7155

'-------Elgin, IL 60121
CIRCLE A-45 on READER REPLY CARD

SAVE TIME, SPACE
and

MONEY
with your paperworiklstorage

I

941 Military Rd., Buffalo. NY 1'4217 '
Phone: (716) 874-3131 Fax: (716)874-90031

Let us con vert your files to mic rofilm.

veNA M.1crofllming Servlees
3524 W. Belmont Ave.

Chicago, IL 60618
vc A is.n. nm-Ior-proflr faciUmy helping

In. "",ntJIlly di.. blrd .dull.

509-1122
Mention this ad and get 500 Docu-

ments filmed FREE with 2,000
documents

filmed at our regular low price.
Good for' C'W Accounts Only.
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FELLOWS GEAR MEASURING
REMANUFACTURING SPECIALIST

Complete Factory Rebuilding
Quick Turnaround

Calibration & Cartification to MIL-STO

Preventative Maintenance

Complete Field Service

Design Updates

EngineeringSupport

leasing &: Sa'es
OVERAl.JlJHE i8!ESTIN JiHE IBUSINESS:

II Profit from our 100years experience

f. Profil'e IEngineerng. Inc.a I 100RiverStreet
~~~/ L Springfi.e..ld, VT 05156'/:-7' ~~ 802-885·9176

'" Fax 802·885-3745

Rates: line Classified - $37.50 per line. 8 lines per inch. $300 minimum. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.) lX-$170, 3X-$160, ,6X-$150.
Type will be set to advertiser's layout Of Gear Technology wiU set type at no extra charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisaiMaslercard/Amel'ican Express number and expiration date to: Gear
Technology, P.O.Box 1426. Elk Grove Village, IL, 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on classifieds. Materials Deadline: Ads
must be received by the 251h of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance:, Publisher reserves the right 10 accept or reject classified
advertisements at his discretion.
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HEAT TREATING

Contour .llnduction
Hardeningl S,p,ecialliists

I I

HELP WANTED

JOI advertise in
IGlear Telclhnology

caU
(708) 437-6'604.

Spur. helical ,aadbe.vel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 4 N.A1CO submerged
process machines and 3 AJAX
eNe-controlled gear scanning
machines. We can also tool 10
meet any producnon need.
Write lor a free brochure,

OUR CONTACT IN U.S.A
N.DR DlC INTERNATIONAL INC

Mr. Thad N Schott
1340 Depot Street, Cleveland. Ohio 44116 USA

Tel 1216) 331-2231. Fax (216) 331-2232

AmeJlican IMeta'1IreatingllCompany
1043 East 62nd Street
Clevel'and,OH' 44103

12161431-4492
Fax: '(216) 431-1508

SEMINARS
- ----

Dudley Gear Seminar
The Dudley Technical Group Inc. i,pleased to
present a two-daylecture series on current and
advanced topics in tile field of gearing.

Lecture Titles:
• The H istory of Gearing

., Failures
• Gear Rating Practice

.•.Materials and Heal Treatment
• Lubrication

• Vibration and Noise in Gear Units
• Gear Manufacturing

• Special Topics in Ge;u-ing

The seminar will be held in San Diego. CA. 011

March 3 and 4. 1993. Cost will be $495 per
person. Call us today tor more informal ion.

The Dudler Technical 'Group. Inc,
17150 Via Del Campo. Suite 308

San Diego. ell. 92127-2139
I'hones:800-354·-5178

619.487-4678
FAX 619-487-4893
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REPS WANTED
SALES REPRESENTATIVES OR

AGENTS WANTEO
We are looking for enthusiastic people
with spiral bevel· gear experience.

Please apply in writing; with:
•. CV/Resume if individua!1
• brochures and relevant info if company,
to:

P.O. Box 120
SF - 33101
TAMPERE
Finland
Mr. V-M Kosmaa
Sales Manager

MANUI',U::TURING MA AGER;$6~.OOO. Single He-
lical Gear Boxes. Metalworking, Turning expertise. 120
c"'!'pll!'yees.
GEAR IF: GINEER'. S5H.lOO. Proce ss and Gear Design.
MANUFAC'FURING ENGliNEERING MANAmm,
$61).000. Mulli-plonl. 'e<l"'ns,bihlY. Gear Culling Lorge
Diameter Gears, -

I

s IIERVISOR.SPIRALBEVELGRtNDING:$53.200
Supcr'd.l!,c 30c _

I CIlfH.u.CLAf\:nHunsucker. Excel Associates, :P,O.Box 520,
, Cnrde vu, TN 3KO 18. or cal] (9QL)757-9600 or tax: (90))
I 7~4-2B96. .

Wanted: 'Gear Engineer/Manager
Duties: Oversee all aspects of gear manu- .
facture. gearbox design, heat treating. and I

processe .
STANDARD GEARWORKS is a progres-
sive gear manufacturer, producing all types
of gear systems, including spiral and
straight bevel gearing. As well as produc-
ing ground gears up to 93" dia. and 28"
face, STANDARDGEARWORKS has a
complete CNC machine shop & in-house
heat treating facilities.
·Company Benefits: Accident. Sickness .
<Iud Denral Plan, Government-Sponsored
Medicare. Salary negotiable. Please reply
with references to:

. tandard Gcarworks
Subsidiary 'Of Standard Mu.cb'ine Ltd,

231.8 falllrluU Avenue
Sa kateon, SK Canada

_S71( IV.

Open your eyes and see just how

many subjects are covered in the

new edition of the Consumer In-

formation Catalog. It's free just

for asking and so are nearly half
of the 200 federal. publications

described inside. Booklets on

subjects like financial and career
planning. eating right.exercising

and staying healthy, housing and

child care, federal benefit pro-

grams. Just about everything you

would need to know, Write to-

day. We'll send you the Jate.~t

edition of the Consumer Infor-

mation Catalog, which is updated

anel publ ished quarterly. It'll be a

great help. You'll see.

Just write:

Consumer
Intormetlen Center

Department TH
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publication
and the Consumer In:formation Cen-
ter of the U.S. General Services Ad-
ministration.
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NOVEMBE.R. 9-UI
Workshop on Applied Induction Heat
Treating for Industry, Detroit. ML
Sponsored by the Center for Indus-
trial Heat Treating Processes, Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, this workshop
will cover the fundamental principles
of electromagnetic induction, equip-
ment and power suppliescinduction
heat treating metallurgy, coil design,
quenching, quality control. and
troubleshooting.

NOVEMBER 11-12
Workshop on Quenching Processes
and Control in Heat Treating, De-
troit, ML This University ofCin-
cinnati program win cover meth-
odology for evaluation and
comparison of quenching param-

eters and intensity. practical ap-
proaches to minimizing residual
stresses and distortion, prediction of
hardness distribution in as-quenched
parts, and implementing statistical
process control to improve quality.
For more information on these two
workshops, contact Dr. A. H. Soni,
University of Cincinnati, (513) 556-
2710, FAX (513) 556-3390.

DECEMBER 2-4
Fundamentals of 'Gear Design. Uni-
versity of Wi.scollsin, Milwaukee.
Milwaukee .. WI. Annual course in
history, types of gears, theory of gear
tooth action, manufacturing methods,
inspection techniques, failure modes,
and lubrication. Taught by Ray Drago.
For more inforrnation, contact Rich-
ard G. Albers. (414) 227-3125.

MARCH 3-4, 1993
Dudley Gear Seminar. San Diego,
CA. Two-day course coveringhjs-
tory, gear failures, rating practice,
materials & beat treatment, lubrica-
tion, vibration, manufacturing, and
other special topics. Call Dudley
Technical Group, Inc. (800) 354-
5178 of fax (619) 487-4893 for
futher information.

I

, I

I Standard Iinvolute
Speciall Forms

Spline & Serration
MulitipleThread

Shank. Type

MARCH 8-11, 1993
National Manufacturing WeekSM.

National Design Engineering Show
& Conference. McCormick Place
North, Chicago, Il., Sponsored by
the National Association of Manu-
facturers, this is a comprehensive
design engineering event featur-
ing design systems, OEM compo-
nents, CAD/CAM systems and ser-
v ices for product design engineer-
ing. Held in conjunction with the
National Plant Engineering &
Maintenance Show & Conference
and the Internationel Control Engi-
neering Exposition & Conference.
For more information. contact
NAM at (203) 964-0000 or FAX
(203) 964-8489 ..

APRIL 21-28, 1'993
Hannover Fair, Hannover. Ger-
many ..The world's largestexhibit
of industrial equipment, compo-
nents, and systems by companies
from around the world. There will
be an AGMA Group Pavilioa in the
Power Transmission and Control
Sector of the show .. For informa-
tion about attendance or exhibit-
ing, contact Kurt Medert at AGMA
Headquarters, (703) 684-'021 L

A Complet,e Line of

-- -

TRU-VOLUTE PVD GOLD
Titanium-Nitride Coated Hobs & Cutters
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2 NORTH SiREET, WALDWICK. NEW JERSEY 07463
FINE MACHINE TOOLS SINCE 1915

Shaper Cutters
Disc Type • Shank Type
Raic:kMilling Cutters

Tlhread
Milling Cutters

Catalog a.Mable upon request

mUSSEll, WO:lBROOK& WENDERSO,N,IIN:C.

GEAR GlEN ERAT'IINIG TOOLS
1~Pltch I Finer IHOBS,UL flORE SIZES

TEL.: (201) 670-4220
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FAX.: (201) 670-4266



ADVERTORIAL

CNC Controlled High
Precision Gear Grinding

HOFLER NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE RANGE OF FULLY ~UTOMATIC,
eNC CONTROLLED GEAR GRINDING MACHIINES

Successful gear manufacturers around the
world rely on the second to none reliability,
accuracy and productivity of H()FLER
gear grinding machine tools. HOFLER has
now modernized its complete range of gear
grinders to include state of the art CNC
controlled technology. This trendsetting
technology has improved machineproduc-
tivity while maintaining the high level of
machine accuracy and flexjbility that is ex-
pected ofa HOFLER machine.

CNC technology controls the generating
and indexing paths (elirrunating the change
and index gear train), workpiece diameter
setting, helix angle setting, grinding slide
stroke and grinding wheel slide. In addi-
tion, these machines feature a 4·ax:es, eNe·
controlled grinding wheel dresser.

There are three funy automatic CNC mao
chine families to choose from:

- NOVACNC,
max ..outside diameter 39'.4", max. face
width 20.9", max. table load 3300 lbs and
max...OP 1.4.

-.sUPRACNC
max. outside diameter 98.4", max. face
width 28.7", max. table load H600 lbs
and max. OP L

- MAXIMA CNC,
max. outside diameter IS7.S", max. face
width 61.4", max. table load 77000 Ibs
and max, OP 0.8.

Every HOFLER gear grinding machine de-
livers a h.ighperformance production accu-
racy of AGMA 14 under norma] produc-
tion conditions.

To further increase machine flexibility and
productivity, HOFLER gear grinders fea-
ture single flank. double flank, and line of
action grinding as well as automatic start
and skip grinding modes.

If you would like to know more about these
and other HOFLER gear grinding pro-
ducts and innovations, please contact them
at one of the foUowing addresses at your
convenience. HOFLER is looking forward
to hearing from you.

ilill

BHS·HOFLER Corp,
P.O. Box 127
Sky Manor Road
Pittstown, NJ .08867
Tel.: (90'8) 996·6922
Fax: (90'8) 996·6977

BHS-HOFLER
Maschinenbau OllibH
P.O. Box .0452
D·75.o5 Ettlingen 7.0ermany
TeL: 01149'-7243·9910
Fax: 0'11119'-7243-99165



This is... ~ ~~J~~~~t'!
MHI Machine Todl U.S.A., Inc.
OO? W Irving ParK Road· Itasca. IL 60143-2023,
Phone- (708)660-4222· FAX- (708) 660-4233

CIRCLE, A·33 011READER IREPlY CARD

Noother company makes, more gear hobbers,
shapers and shavers than Mitsubishi ..SOl it's nn
wnnder no other ,gemhobberts as,compact and
as accurate as the new GC40CNCgear hebber;

Here arc just Jour reasons why.:
• Using finitelanalysis and kinematics of

machine comaonents, MUsubishi desion
engiineers develDped a structure that is,
elxtremely rigid.

• Inside, it's a big machine with an .optimized
hob head assembly desion that minimizes
overhang and deflection-and maximizes
cuttino capability.

• Anew Mitsubishi servo s,ys~eIDdelivers, high
ac,curacy synchronJzatiOin between hob and
table, usino feed forw.ard technology-

• Cutting capacities have been increased by
boosting x~and Y~axis,feedrates ~o10 mlmin
and hob speed to 1,OOOrl)ID.

To find out other great reasons why this new
'CNCgeol' bobber-With fully ,conv,ersational
CNCcontrols-is the must pmducUve maehine
in Us class (or fur moremtermatton on tbel
MIUne nf MUsubishi gear making machmes],
call write or cirele the number below..


